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Nadeeti Sarkis
DAILY STAFF WRITER

San Jose’s poverty stricken
people will be sporting San Jose
State University sweatshirts in
the near future.
The "Spartan Clothing Drive,"
will benefit the Sacred Heart
Monica L. Ewing
Community Center of San Jose as
/may STAFF WRITER
well as poor people in San Jose.
Judging by the number of outdoor enthusiasts seen using
The coaches and athletes of 16
the nature trails in the hills surrounding Silicon Valley
teams, including the soccer, swim
recently, few people know the wonder and beauty not far
and volleyball teams, have particbeyond their own backdoor.
ipated in the clothing drive,
An extensive network of trails traverse the hilltops, which
which is sponsored by the SJSU
we see every morning driving to work or school, that are just
Challenging Athletes Minds for
waiting for hikers, mountain bikers and equestrians to come
Success
the
Personal
enjoy.
CHAMPS/Life Skills program.
"It’s a total under-utilized park, and that’s true about a lot
"It (the clothing drive) was an
of parks around here," Paul Janowski, a master’s student at
idea our student-athletes had.
San Jose State University, said about the trails near Santa
They wanted to do something
Teresa County park.
together that would involve all of
Another trail user, Andrew Defaria, brought his elemenour teams," said Ron Hannon,
tary-school aged daughter, Danielle, for a day hike on a recent
director of the program, whose
afternoon.
Saturday
goal is to prepare students for life
"I just discovered this place recently," said Defaria. "I usuafter graduation.
ally go to Henry Coe, in Gilroy, or Alum Rock. I didn’t expect
Michelle Conan, co-captain of
all the trees and winding trails here."
the women’s swim team, was the
Right at the heart of the network of these nature trails lies
first to propose the idea, Hannon
a project that was envisioned by William Penn Mott, Jr., gensaid. Conan, who said she is very
eral manager of the East Bay Regional Park District in the
involved in community service,
1960s, which later became known as the Bay Area Ridge
said she and her teammates
Trail.
wanted the event to be a team"Designed as a multi-use ridgeline route, this 400-mile
wide project.
trail proposes to connect public parklands and watersheds of
"We wanted to do something to
the Bay Area greenbelt circling San Francisco Bay," wrote
give back to the community," said
Jean Rusmore in her book, "The Bay Area Ridge Trail." "It will
Conan, who is majonng in business
eventually link (rackraihan) 75 parks and public lands thal...41...Sitimegement7-provide magnificent views ... (and) promote firsthand experience in the Bay Area’s diverse ecosystems."
See Drive, page 12
Carolyn Dippel, a senior at San Jose State University,
hiked the Ridge Trail segment located at the Skyline Ridge
Open Space Preserve recently.
"The trails are well-maintained," said Dippel, a senior
majoring in art history: "It’s beautiful. The paths are placed in
good areas to view the scenery."
The hike Dippel took winds through and on the ridges of
the fimthills west of Los Gatos. It includes views of Loma
Prieta, the epicenter of the 1989 earthquake, and Mount
Umunhum.
After a steady but easy ascent, trail-goers are rewarded
with a view of the entire South Bay including San
Michelle Jew
Francisco and Oakland on a clear day.
DAILY STAFF WRITER
"The view of the Bay is gorgeous. It is worth the hike," said
Dippel. "And the drive here is pretty. There are lots of differThe building students used to
ent trails to choose from, so you can come back again and
know as the Admissions and
again."
Records office has been officially
At least one segment of the Ridge Trail can be reached in
closed off and surrounded by
less than a half-hour’s drive from any Bay Area community,
white wooden partitions.
The fences glare in the sunlight, standing out among the
See Trail, page 11
buildings and shady trees surrounding the area.
But one section of the partition
has color from as far away as
Clark Library, students can see a
vibrant blue amongst the white
backdrop.
It is the first stages of a mural.
Robert Milnes, director of the
school of art and design, is acting
as coordinator for the mural.
The space is open to anyone
students, organizations, student
groups and faculty members.
"We need to get a procedure
going so murals will be up for a
few months, then rotate," Milnes
said. "There will probably be a lot
of white fences, so there will be
plenty of space for people to paint

Artists add
life during
demolition

Above, Danielle Defaria pets Aradeere while she
talks to Lesley Kaing Saturday on the South San Jose
part of the Ridge Trail. People use the Ridge Trail for
hiking, biking, horseback riding and a number of
other outdoor activities.
Right, Gordan Petrides takes his son Felix, 4, and
daughter Alexandra, 6, for a hike Saturday on the
South San Jose portion of the Ridge Trail. The Ridge
Trail is a 400-mile trail that connects parks and open
spaces along the ridgelines surrounding the Bay Area.
photos by Douglas Rider / Spartan Daily

on."

Dan Johnson, Associate Vice
for
Facilities
President
Development and Operations,
could
the
fences
said

See Mural, page 11

Students call for 24-hour library
Clarissa Met-Hera
DAILY STAFF EDITOR

Yukf Mikoshiba wouldn’t mind spending
Friday night with her head buried in her
books. Already spending countless hours at
Clark Library studying for her classes,
Mikoshiba said she needs more time. She
would like the hours to extend past midnight.
A senior in food science, she attended a
summer session at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology six years ago and took
advantage of its 24-hour library.
Now, as a San Jose State University student, Mikoshiba said if Clark Library would
stay open 24-hours a day, she would never
leave her study space. She would catch some

’Z’s’ before dawn, instead of going home at
night.
"If they (Clark) closed at midnight, then we
would have to leave late," said Mikoshiba, who
was afraid of walking home after a session of
late night studying. Referring to a 24 -hour
library, she said. "We would stay longer and
not leave the library ... and maybe accidentally fall asleep."
The library’s regular hours are from 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Friday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday
and noon to 9 p.m. Sunday.
Mikoshiba is pleased about the extended
hours that are scheduled to begin May 17. The
library will be open from from 8 a.m, to midnight on May 17 and 18, noon to midnight

May 21 and 8 a.m. to midnight on May 22 and
23.
Allison Heisch, chair of the University
Library Board, said the extended hours during finals week is beneficial, but she understands it isn’t feasible year-round.
"I think it is terrific," said Heisch, regarding the extended hours. "We probably could
use it all the time, but we can’t afford it."
She had heard from students who used the
extra hours last semester that they were helpful during the crucial point in the semester.
She also said extended hours will probably
continue in future semesters at Clark Library.
Even though it may be for financial

See

Library
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Sociology chair breaks
new ground for his race
Jill Toyoshiha
CONTRIRI7TINO WRITER

As an undergraduate at the
University of California, Santa
Barbara, then Due Do was two
classes away from a bachelor’s
degree in geology.
"And then I stumbled upon
sociology and thought it was my
calling," said Do, associate professor and chairman of the social sciences department at SJSU.
The second VietnameseAmerican in the nation to obtain
a doctorate in sociology and the
first Vietnamese-American to

chair a department at SJSU, Do,
38, said he never considers
whether he
will be the
first of something.
He wanted
to be chairman. he said,
because of a
desire for new
challenges
and to move
the department forward

See Do, page ’10
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Kudos to Aaron
commentary is in response to an article
This
written last week. I have read and looked
forward to reading many of the articles
written by Mr. Aaron Williams (a.k.a.: Mr. Bad
Example), almost every week since he started
publishing his work many years ago. I find that
he has truly come a long way since the concept of
concept I still enjoy very
the "Guy Card" a
much I might add to his enlightenment via his
children, and lastly to his latest query, unanswered questions left by college.
Aaron, I have traveled all around the world
many times and have met many different people
from a wide variety of cultures. The one theme
that has always rung true with them all has been
that they are all relatively the same. The clichØ
"The more things change, the more they stay the
same," is a great way to describe the world.
We all have, will have, or aspire to be as successful as possible, to have children and raise
them as best as we can. We all need to work and
have or have had jobs that we would rather forget
about. We all need to put food on the table and a
roof over our heads. We all must pay fees in some
fashion or another that we believe are foolish. We
all must deal with governments that we usually
don’t agree with most of the time; and we always
must deal with those who we believe to be total
idiots.
Over the years you have pointed out a number
of problems on our campus, yet you must recognize the greatness of at least one of the assets.
You may never find such an ethnically rich six
square blocks anywhere in the Bay Area or perhaps in the world. You have had the opportunity
to experience interacting with people of different
ages, cultures, sexes, languages and socioeconomic backgrounds. Cherish these experiences now
and into the future, as you may never find them
again. Teach your children and whomever else
you might influence, that our differences are the
best part of life. We all may not agree, but isn’t
that what makes life interesting? If we all agreed
on everything, I for one would be pretty bored. For
years, you have pointed out many of the failings of
this campus, and on a few of them I have agreed,
but I hope that you will be able to look at the
great many positives that you will be leaving here
with.
Can I give you the answers to everything in
life? No not even close. I have no idea if this
remittance will even help you as you enter into
your collegiate retirement and begin your trek
into the real world. Aaron, you are one of those
many who have supported me and the efforts of
the San Jose State University Judo Team these
many years and I felt that the least I could do was
to give you a different perspective, one that might
be helpful.
They say once you figure out the question of
why we are here, you die. If what I have described
here so happens to be the meaning to life, I should
be dead by the end of it, but if not, then I must figure out something else. That is the whole thing,
buddy we all must always be ready for change.
Professor Jeffrey Fadiman from the School of
Business has told his classes many times that
"learning is about change." If you are not changed
by the many different experiences you encounter
everyday, then you haven’t learned anything. You,
Mr. Bad Example, have learned to question
things, and that is a great beginning.
Congratulations on graduation and great luck
into the future.
Never forget to question and learn from everything, and thank you for the questions you have
posed over the years.
David R. Williams
graduate student
communication studies,
assistant judo coach

Question answers
n response to Mr. Bad Example’s article:
"Some questions college has left unanswered."
Who has the answers to all your questions?
The alleged lamb of God.
How much does your soul cost?
What someone is willing to pay for it: The life
of the alleged lamb of God.
Do you have to wear anything under your
graduation robe?
That depends on if you need Depends for a
three-hour ceremony.

1

Lawrence E. Miller
SJSU alumnus
criminal justice

SJSU vs. Fresno summer:’Oz’ laments choice
Iknow it may be hard for me to
break this news to you, but this is
my last column of the semester.
Hey, stop clapping like that, you’re
going to disrupt class. Actually, you
should be crying.
Well, whether you are going to celebrate or weep, the fact is the semester
is over and the summer is upon us. Of
course this means internships, jobs,
sleeping and partying for most of us
San Jose State University students.
Maybe not. I’m sure some of you
don’t know what you’re going to do
this summer, except stay the hell away
from this place.
I’ve decided I should help you all
out by filling you in on my summer
agenda. Hopefully, it will give those of
you without plans, an idea of some
summer endeavors.
One thing you have to understand
is I will be spending the next three
months in Fresno doing an internship.
And since Fresno is a town of nothing
in the middle of nowhere, I figure I’m
going to have to use my imagination.
I’ve already decided driving around
and enjoying Fresno’s scenery isn’t
going to cut it.
My first goal for the summer will be
to find a place to live, where I will have
my own parking space. Because I can
never park either on campus or at my
apartment without the help of something equivalent to the hand of God, I
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LETTERS

Outraged reader

Thanks

April 26 column by Margaret Bethel
The
was full of contradictions. How can a journalist not be outraged at the way the
media is being manipulated by the Clinton
administration? I am usually against conservatives, but I see how this is being swept under the
rug. No one but the government has seen Elitin
(Gonzales), and we are supposed to take their
word that he is doing fine.
Elnin has gotten plenty of time alone with his
father and to continue concealing the boy from
everyone, including his Miami family that loves
him, is cruel and tyrannical.
We have a constitutional right to freedom of
speech and when Clinton asks us to stop talking
about the matter, it makes me feel like being a
Cuban told what to do by Fidel Castro.
Remember, Ms. Bethel, the story of your
mother calming your fears of war by telling you
our country is ’so great and strong’ that you didn’t need to worry?
She meant that these "anti-Communists" you
find so malicious fought for your right to be free,
something you seem to value so much.
You say you’re lucky to have the right to
speak freely and that your grandparents might
have faced a Senate hearing for doing so. Do you
know what happens to Cubans who dare to
speak freely?
Much worse than a hearing.
You seem to be unaware that Cuba is a place
where people’s basic human rights are grossly
violated regularly.

is a thank you letThis
ter to the Spartan
Daily. Since the spring
semester of 1998, I have been
a student at San Jose State
University, and in one
month, I will be an alumnus.
Over these past two years,
my letters to the editor,
regardless of whether the
letter was pro or anti Daily,
were published in this paper.
As a political science, prelaw major, I feel this experience has been a class in
itself.
Though I may not be
receiving credits for these
letters, I do give credit to the
Spartan Daily for allowing
me the chance to learn how
to express my opinion in a
respectful manner.
And although I may not
agree with the philosophies
of most of your journalists,
nor do I agree with the issues
you highlight and the ones
you ignore, I do appreciate
your ability and courage to
provide news to my fellow
students.
Thanks.
Justin Greenlee
political science

Jena Torres
journalism
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want to enjoy having a parking spot.
I plan to park in my spot and then
leave, only to come back five minutes
later and park again. I’ll do it again
and again just like the first time Little
Johnny discovered ... no, wait that’s a
Mr. Bad Example joke. I’ll stop there.
I am also going to have to save some
money.
Who knows how much Associated
Students is planning to take from us
next semester. If things continue as
they have in recent fashion, I may
have to try my hand at "Who Wants to
unless Time
be a Millionaire?"
Warner wants to black it out again.
Which reminds me, I’m going to

watch television. And I’m going to
enjoy it, dammit. Being incarcerated,
errr, working here at the Daily doesn’t
allow me time to watch TV, nor do I
actually have cable. The only entertainment I get is my roommates opera
singing at odd hours of the night, a far
cry from SportsCenter or wrestling.
And since the fellows in the lower
level of Dwight Bente! Hall the ones
who control what we can see on TV,
don’t want
here in the newsroom
wrestling polluting their airwaves, I
haven’t been able to watch live
wrestling on Monday night since the
beginning of the semester.
So I plan to sit around, watch a little bit of WWF and give those guys
who stifle my obsession a good ’ol
Stone Cold Steve Austin salute.
OK, enough about TV. I will also try
to make a journey to New York to visit
one of my good friends. He’s going to be
in jail, and I believe he could use some
company. You see, my pal DMX will be
locked up for 15 days for not making a
court appearance to face charges of
driving without a license and marijuana possession.
I’m sure he’ll be delighted to see me.
I also have to remember to save my
quarters because the dude at 7-11
refuses to break a few dollars for me
when I have to do laundry. It’s a conspiracy, I tell you.
Another eventful thing this sum-
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Mike Osegueda is the Spartan
Daily Sports Editor "The Wizard of
Oz" is heading to the picturesque
community of Fresno for the
summer Let’s all laugh ... 1, 2, 3.
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Begging the question
of Britney’s boobs
hroughout the years, this opinion page has seen writers
defend the First Amendment,
discuss politics and world issues,
even try to answer tough questions
facing society, but nothing has been
as staggeringly important as what I
hope to uncover for readers today.
Does Britney Spears have breast
implants?
The question became an issue
when the April 1999 edition of Rolling
Stone dawned the scantily-clad teen
on its cover.
Miss Spears was looking rather
busty in the photo, which created
quite a stir in the media.
In fact, after the magazine hit
newsstands, Nestle, who was sponsoring Britney’s tour at the time,
threatened to pull their sponsorship,
claiming that the photos were too
racy.
Since then the teen pop princess’
breasts have become a hot topic all
over the world.
In my search for the truth about
Britney’s boobs, I found articles from
England, Singapore and even India.
It seems the entire world is in need
of an explanation as to why the young
girl became so well-endowed
overnight.
All reports have either quoted
Britney denying any breast enhancement surgery or failing to comment.
The April 26, 1999 issue of
Newsweek magazine reported that,
although the singer doesn’t think
there is anything wrong with mammary expansion, her spokeswoman
said it was too personal a question to
answer.
More recently, Time magazine
interviewed the lady in question
about the allegations surrounding
her breasts. Britney attributed the
fullness of her chest to silicone bra
inserts.
As a woman lacking in the cleavage department, I can attest to the
improvement in appearance these little inserts can make.
I recently purchased a pair for the
bargain price of $75.
The first day I wore them, I had a
slightly low-cut shirt on. I was
amazed at how men were unable to
make eye contact with me throughout
the day.
As I tried to converse with the
lower sex, I noticed their gaze drift

One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
(408) 924-3280 E-mail: SDAILYClmc.sisu.edu
ADVERTISING

mer will be my 21st birthday. If Sir
Lustalot has anything to say about it
I should be out of commission for a feA
days after that. On a related note
send all your presents to the Daily
Thanks.
One more goal of mine is to finally
figure out how to get into Hugh Gillis
Hall. It seems like every time I have to
get into that building, it’s "Mission
Impossible." I have to duck under
"Caution" tape, jump over ditches and
bang on windows, so people will allow
me to enter.
I plan to go under the school
yeah, I know how to get under the
and go on an exploration
school
reminiscent of "’The Goonies."
Actually, all my effort won’t matter
much if I get back here in August, and
it’s a hotel. So that one might be cut
from the list.
hopeReally, host want to relax
fully, you can do the same.
That way, you can come back and
enjoy another semester of my ramblings.
Well, unless I don’t make it out of
Fresno alive or Sir Lustalot kills me
on Aug. 1.
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toward my cleavage again and again.
If you had seen the blank caveman-like stares directed at my chesi,
you too would understand how real
the insert-created cleavage seemed.:
However, Britney and I aren’t die
only ones that have admitted to using
the almost real bra-stuffers.
In Julia Roberts’ most recent filric
"Erin Brockovich," the movie star?bust is a lot larger than usual.
When I saw the trailer, the first
thing that came to mind was, "When
the heck did those things come from?
Roberts told talk show host Oprgh
Winfrey that they had used tile
trusty little silicone sacks to male
her look bigger.
Although I believed that BritneyPs
change in appearance could hake
been due to a stuffed bra, I wasift
totally convinced until a couple weelis
ago.
I was hanging on the beach clo
Hawaii and guess who was sprawl 4d
out in a pink bikini two towels awat?
Miss Spears herself, in the fleqh
(no pun intended).
I kept my eyes on her, careful npt
to make my stares too obvious. As
she stood up to walk down to tlpe
water, I was able to get a full view pf
the highly-debated breasts.
Drumroll please.
There is no possible way she his
implants. Her little bubble gum cglored bathing suit revealed nothigg
but an ordinary pair of 18-year-old
boobs.
You may all rest easy now. Britney
is telling the truth.
Jessica Neu is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writ

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page
with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point or
view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must con.
tam n the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at th
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILYtbjmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to th
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mas
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Squar
San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, th
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect th
views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mae
Communications or SJSU.
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SJSU Counseling Services and
the SJSU Student Health Center
Newcomers are welcome to
attend the eating disorder support
group every Thursday from 3 p.m to
4 p.m. in the Administration building, Room 222. For more information, call Nancy Black at 924-6118.
Campus Crusade for Christ
Night Life from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Thursday nights in the Science
building, Room 164. For more information, call Jerry or Paul at 2977616.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass will be held from
12:10 to 12:35 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Chapel at 300 S. 10th
Street. For more information, please
contact Father Barry at 938-1610.
V.O.I.C.E Club
The V.O.I.C.E. Club is holding a
T-shirt sale. Shirts are $16 each.
For more information, please contact James S. by e-mail at
jesjay24Thotmail.com.
Political Science Department
All graduating MPA students
need to contact the political science
department to receive two complimentary tickets to the department’s
convocation ceremony. The convocation is scheduled for 7 p.m. on May
26. For more information, please
contact Linda Valenty at 924-5550.
SJSU Alumni Association
The SJSU Alumni Association
and Spartan Foundation is inviting
May graduates and their families to
an exclusive night at the Spartan
Bookstore from 5 to 7 p.m. on May
17. Prizes, food and a 20 percent
discount will be offered on most
items. For more information, please
Lontact Ivykow at 924-6524.

SJSU Rugby Club
Practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
every Thursday at South Campus.
For more information, call Terra
Perret at 924-7943.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Science buildings.
For more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Library Donations and Book
Sales
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in Clark Library, Room
408. For more information, call the
acquisitions department at 9242705.
The Listening Hour Concert
Series
Chamber Music students of Dr.
Luba Sindler perform voice and
piano music of Ravel, Schubert,
Schumann and Brahma from 12:30
p.m. to 1:15 p.m. at the Music
building, Concert Hall. For more
information, call Jean Stubble at
924-4631.
SJSU Film Club
Join the SJSU Film Club for
"Film and Discussion" tonight at 9
p.m. in Sweeney Hall, Room 100.
For more information, e-mail
anemia_sjsu@hotmail.com.
History department, African
American studies and Phi Alpha
Theta
Dr Herbert Aptheker is scheduled to speak on W.E.B. DuBois and
"WEB. DuBois’ Last Years:
Correcting Misconceptions" at 3
p.m. in Dudley Moorehead Hall,
Room 150. For more information,
please contact Johnathan Roth at
924-5505.

Vietnamese Student Association
The VSA will meet for the last
time this semester. They are scheduled to meet from 4.30 to 5:30 p.m.
in the Pacifica room of the Student
Union. For more information contact Thien Vo at 398-9118.
Marketing Association
Come and listen to Jon Parker’s
work experiences from another dot corn company - autoweb.com. All
students are welcome to attend the
meeting from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in the
Costanoan room of the Student
Union. Refreshments will be served.
For more information, please contact Arlene Diwa at 870-2086.
Marketing Association
The Marketing Association will
be having a barbecue and bake sale
to help fund raise for commencement. They will also be selling commencement tickets from 8:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at the Seventh Street barbecue pits. For more information,
please contact Bea at 202-3910.

Ministry Chapel at 300 S. 10th
Street. For more information, please
contact Father Barry at 938-1610.
Political Science Department
All graduating MPA students need
to contact the political science
department to receive two complimentary tickets to the department’s
convocation ceremony. The convocation is scheduled for 7 p.m. on May
26. For more information, please
contact Linda Valenty at 924-5550.
Theater Arts Department
Finals for the 101st
Kaucher/Mitchell Event for
Excellence in Oral Interpretation
occurs at 7 p.m. at the Hal Todd
Studio Theatre. For more information, call Beverly Swanson at 9244568.

Monday
SJSU Alumni Association
The SJSU Alumni Association
and Spartan Foundation is inviting
May graduates and their families to
an exclusive night at the Spartan
Bookstore from 5 to 7 p.m. on May
17. Prizes, food and a 20 percent
discount will be offered on most
items. For more information, please
contact Ivy Low at 924-6524.
V.O.I.C.E Club
The V.O.I.C.E. Club is holding a
T-shirt sale. Shirts are $16 each.
For more information please contact
James S. by e-mail at
jesjay2ehotmail.com.

V.O.I.C.E Club
The V.O.I.C.E. Club is holding a
T-shirt sale. Shirts are $16 each.
For more information please contact
James S. by e-mail at
jesjay2@’hotmail.com.

Political Science Department
All graduating MPA students
need to contact the political science
department to receive two complimentary tickets to the departments
convocation ceremony. The convocation is scheduled for 7 p.m. on May
26. For more information, please
contact Linda Valenty at 924-5550.

ChE
Fifth annual Dia del Maestro
Teachers Awards Banquet at 6:30
p.m. at the Biltmore Hotel in Santa
Clara. For more information, call
Rebeca Sanchez at 238-7610.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass will be held from
12:10 to 12:35 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Chapel at 300 S. 10th
Street. For more information, please
contact Father Barry at 938-1610.

Muslim Student Association
Friday prayer from 1 p.m. to 3
p.m. in the Student Union,
Costanoan room. For more information, call Emal Nunian at 971-8347.

Tuesday

Friday
SJSU Alumni Association
The SJSU Alumni Association
and Spartan Foundation is inviting
May graduates and their families to
an exclusive night at the Spartan
Bookstore from 5 to 7 p.m. on May
17. Prizes, food and a 20 percent
discount will be offered on most
items. For more information please
contact Ivy Low at 924-6524.
Marketing Association
The Marketing Association will
be selling commencement tickets
from 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Business building. For more information please contact Bea at 2023910.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily masa will be held from
12 10 ti 12:35 p.m. at the Campus

Counseling Services
The Counseling Services is offering is workshop on the topic on
menopause. It is scheduled to be
held from noon to 1:30 p.m. in Room
269 of the Administration building.
For more information, please contact Jill Steinberg at 924-5910.

SJSU Alumni Association
The SJSU Alumni Association
and Spartan Foundation is inviting
May graduates and their families to
an exclusive night at the Spartan
Bookstore from 5 to 7 p.m. on May
17. Prizes, food and a 20 percent
discount will be offered on most
items. For more information, please
contact Ivy Low at 924-6524.

V.O.I.C.E Club
The V.O.I.C.E. Club is holding a
T-shirt sale. Shirts are $16 each.
For more information please contact
James S. by e-mail at
jesjay2@hotmail.com.
Political Science Department
All graduating MPA students
need to contact the political science
department to receive two complimentary tickets to the departments
convocation ceremony. The convocation is scheduled for 7 p.m. on May
26. For more information, please
contact Linda Valenty at 924-5550.
Student Organizations
Student Re -registration forms
are due to the Student Life Center
by June 1,2000. Completion of the
re -registration materials will register your organization for the 20002001 academic year. For more information or additional forms, please
stop by the Student Life Center or
contact them at 924-5950.
The C.A.U.S.E.
The CAUSE. will be holding a
Workers’ Rights Rally at 11:30 a.m.
in front of the Spartan bookstore.
For more information please contact
Kimberly Gong at 879-7595.

Wednesday
Lutheran Student Fellowship
A Bible study. "Back to the
Beginning" is scheduled to be held
at 2 p.m. on the third floor of the
Student Union. For more information please contact Tim Gerdes at
292-5404.
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Entertainment and People

Country stars
bowing out of
summer tours
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Shania Twain, who was last
year’s top draw, isn’t touring,
and Garth Brooks plans to sit
out for a second straight year.
That leaves George Strait’s
third year of country music stadium festivals as the event
most likely to appeal to country
music fans this summer.
"We try to put together a
package featuring the hottest
acts going in country music,"
Strait said. "You can see and
hear them all in one afternoon
and evening. I think (the fact)
that the fans can see all of these
acts in one place, and it’s
affordable, appeals to them."
Martina
McGraw,
Tim
McBride, Kenny Chesney, Mark
Chesnutt, Lee Ann Womack and
Asleep at the Wheel fill out the
Strait bill on a 10-city tour that
includes Cleveland; Cincinnati;
Buffalo, N.Y.; Dallas and
Houston. This weekend (May
13-14), the show plays in
Orlando, Fla., on Saturday and
Jacksonville, Fla., on Sunday.
"Just being associated with
George is cool for me," McGraw
said. "There’s not many things
you can do where you get out in
front of 60,000 or 70,000 people
. every night and have a good
, time playing music . with your
band."
While the Strait tour offers
reliable quality, the Dixie
Chicks Fly Tour is shaping up
as this summer’s wild card. It is
the first headlining tour for
Natalie Maines, Emily Robison
and Martie Seidel. The tour will
kick off in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
on June 1. It will hit 70 arenas
by the end of November.
"It’s a huge tour, and in my
Opinion, it’s going to do very

well," said Ray Waddell of
Amusement Business magazine. The magazine has reported that attendance at country
shows was down 28 percent last
year.
Most other country artists
are taking the safe route, playing state fairs and casinos,
Waddell said.
"We need four or five more
headliners. Strait’s only doing
10 stadium dates, and there’s
not a whole lot else in country
to get excited about right now,"
he said. "If the Dixie Chicks do
well, maybe someone like
Martina McBride will try to
take it up another notch."
The Dixie Chicks are working hard to make their tour
unique, Robison said. "I think
we’re very into making it an
experience as opposed to just a
concert."

Marc Anthony
marries former
Miss Universe
LAS VEGAS (AP) - Puerto
Rican pop star Marc Anthony
made an overnight stop in Las
Vegas to marry former Miss
Universe Dayanara Torres in a
midnight ceremony at a Strip
casino.
After
the
Blockbuster
Entertainment
Awards
Tuesday in Los Angeles,
Anthony, 31, and Torres, 25,
hopped a private jet to Las
Vegas for the ceremony in a
suite at the Desert Inn hotel casino.
"You could call it spur of the
moment," Lilly Rosario, a
spokeswoman
for
Marc
Anthony Productions in New
York City, said Wednesday. "We
were working here, la, la, la,
and get a call, ’Mark wants to
get married.’ We’re still tired."
Twelve friends and family
members attended the ceremony, Rosario said.
Anthony and Torres, who
was crowned Miss Universe in
1993, had been dating a year,
she said. It was the first marriage for both.
The couple will live in
Puerto Rico.
Anthony’s first salsa album
was released in 1993. His third
album won a 1999 Grammy for

best tropical Latin performance. This year he was nominated for best male pop vocal
performance for "I Need to
Know," but did not win.

Fine, probation
for Berry after
no contest plea
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(AP) - Actress Halle Berry
was fined $13,500 and placed
on three years’ probation
Wednesday after pleading no
contest to a misdemeanor
charge of leaving the scene of
an accident.
Judge
Court
Superior
Charles G. Ruben also ordered
Berry to perform 200 hours of
community service.
Berry addressed the judge
at the end of the proceeding.
"Your honor, I would like the
court to know that I have taken
this matter very seriously from
the very beginning. I am
pleased that this can be
resolved," she said.
The 31 -year-old "Bulworth"
actress was driving a rented
Chevrolet Blazer that ran r. red
light and collided with another
car at a Sunset Strip intersection in West Hollywood on Feb.
23, then drove oft
Berry, the Golden Globewinning star of the TV movie
Dorothy
"Introducing
Dandridge," was cut on the
forehead during the crash. The
driver of the other vehicle,
Hetal Raythatha, suffered a
broken wrist and other
injuries.
Raythatha, whose Pontiac
Sunbird was a total loss, filed a
lawsuit March 9 accusing
Berry of negligence and infliction of emotional distress. The
suit, which claims Raythatha
was permanently disabled,
seeks unspecified damages.
Raythatha, 27, also said in
her lawsuit she believed Berry
was under the influence of alcohol or drugs when the crash
occurred.
Berry’s attorney, Blair Berk,
said outside court that the district attorney’s office found no
evidence that the actress was
under the influence of drugs or
alcohol.
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tion standpoint, Evidence mixes
drums with horns for a musical
canvas upon which he and
Iriscience paint one of the
album’s most captivating pictures.
The chorus warns, "Watch your ear
drums pop" as Evidence explains
the process.
Osegueda
"One word, four syllables,
DAILY STAFF EDITOR
unorthodox / describes my style
Five seconds into the album, a best / I attack, never rest / ’Cuz in
voice says, "You already know who my sleep a metronome click beats
on my chest ... total control of
it is."
However, most people don’t where my highs and kicks should
Iriscience
or
fit / we don’t stop / til we executed
know who Evidence,
the plot / while Babs sets up shop
DJ Babu are.
After hearing they are the three to make your ear drums pop."
The "Ear Drum Pop Remix"
members of a hip-hop group called
Dilated Peoples, the response will reads like a West Coast version of
Marley Marl’s "The Symphony."
be, "Who?"
Unbeknownst to most music The guest lineup Planet Asia,
Defari, Phil Tha Agony and
hip-hoppers included
fans
Dilated Peoples are heading a Everlast joins Dilated to assure
movement in West Coast hip-hop.
that if the listener’s
On May 23, when their debut ear drums weren’t
album, "The Platform," hits stores, popped last tin,
Dilated will not only have the they won’t survive
chance to answer the question of second listen.
"Who?" but they will also get a
On the remix,
Joey Chavez takes
platform pun intended upon
which to lead this movement into over production and
gives the original a
the promised land.
After working their way melodic feel by
through the ranks of the West adding a few bells and
Coast underground scene and various sound effects.
While the beats are the
proving hip-hop is indeed alive and
well on the left coast, the three- cornerstone of the Dilated sound.
man crew has taken their act a it is lyrics such as those that sets
step higher up the ladder.
Dilated apart.
Neither MC shows a defiSigning to Capitol Records was
jump
for
Dilated
after
ciency
on the microphone and
a huge
releasing a number of successful lives up to the idea of
singles on the Bay Area’s ABB expanding that is clued from
Records. Even though they have the Dilated name. Whether
made the move to a major label, it be explaining how they
Iriscience still says the group will expand on "Annihilation,"
remain true to their independent telling the story of
roots.
the group on
"We’re building with that sci- "Years in the
ence that De La dropped lit means Making," or even
it might blow up, but it won’t go just bringing it back to
pop," the bushy-haired MC said on the lyricist’s dungeon
with battle
"Ear Drums Pop."
And much like De La Soul’s rhymes, Evidence
"Buhloone Mindstate," the finished and Iriscience comproduct will surely satisfy the plement each other
underground hip-hop enthusiast
and satisfy the lyric
backpacker, if you will. It’s 68 min- fiends just as they do
utes of raw lyrics, head-nodding the head-nodders.
beats and even some scratching.
The only possible probThe production is handled by lem that could hinder "The "
the Alchemist, Joey Chavez, E- Platform" is that loyal
Swift and Dilated’s own Evidence. Dilated fans will cry foul
The album has a large amount when seeing four of the
of scratch-oriented hooks and a album’s 15 tracks have been
variety of sampling, blended with released in years past.
horns, strings and guitars, orchesBut for those hip-hoppers who
trating a backdrop for the two view Dilated as virtually unknown
Dilated MCs to spit lyrics.
in the rap world dominated by the
The LP further proves that Jay-Z’s and B.G.’s, "The Platform"
Evidence may be one of the most will not provide a
versatile acts in hip-hop, not only slow moment and
ripping the microphone with his might even let haslow, menacing flow but also con- tenors "know who it
trolling the listener’s ear behind is.
the production boards.
At least listeners should know
A track on which Evidence the name Dilated Peoples, considplays the role of Mr. Versatile is ering they put out probably the
"Ear Drums Pop." From a produc- best hip-hop album of the year.

Dilated Peoples
’Platform’ raps up
year’s best album

Mike

Iriscience
of Dilated
Peoples
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eat, study... or relax...
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Primal screams ahead
with new CD release
Daniel Several
DAILY SEAR* STAFF WRITER’

Above, Ethan Stiefel, left, Amanda Schull and Sascha
Radetsky dance the finale in the movie "Center Stage."
Below, Schull’s character becomes infatuated with Stiefels’
character, Cooper Neilson.
photos courtesy of Columbia Pictures

Rough
n
tough
ballet
’Center Stage’

The most groundbreaking
fusion of dance music and rock ’n’
roll can finally be purchased in
America.
Primal Scream’s seventh
album, "XTRMNTR," takes cutting edge dance beats and spikes
them with jazz textures and rock
guitars to create the most innovative music released in years.
With this album, Primal
Scream have created a new genre
that is more original than the
Prodigy, metal-techno-industrial
mavens K.FMDM or electronica’s
poster boy, Moby.
Fans have been waiting for
"XTRMNTR" since it was completed last summer and word
leaked out that the band was
working with special guest members from several popular British
bands.
"XTRMNTR" features production from the Chemical Brothers,
dub master Adrian Sherwood
and experimental
guitarist
Kevin Shields of My Bloody
Valentine.
These musical luminaries add
to the creative vision of Primal
Scream rather than just stamping their trademark styles onto
someone eke’s work.
A distinctive style is something Primal Scream definitely
has.
House music took Europe by
storm in the late 1980s, and fast,
repetitive beats became ubiqui-

tous. Primal Scream took those
frantic rhythms and added them
to their trademark experimental
psychedelic rock to produce what
is considered their best work.
Tracks on "Screamadelica"
range from house to lingering,
folky ballads.
Driving rock songs reminiscent of vintage Jesus and Mary
Chain and a dub symphony are
thrown in for good measure.
Subsequent albums tried to
improve on this impressive mix
of styles, with little success.
"XTRMNTR" delves deeper into
rock music while still keeping the
band’s dance credibility.
The album opens with "Kill All
Hippies," a mix of frantic beats,
guitars and soulful vocals.
The track appeal comes from
the sampled lines of dialogue,
"kill all hippies," and "subvert
normality," from the film "Out of
the Blue."
"Accelerator" and "Shoot
Speed/Kill Light" are more guitar
driven, with the beats taking a
back seat to the lyrics about
social problems.
The dance-rock hybrid is
becoming increasingly popular,
as the success of the last Death
in Vegas album proves.
Their album "The Contino
Sessions" pioneered this new
genre. It featured Primal Scream
vocalist Bobby Gillespie, whose
band took a lot of hints from the
collaboration.
Primal Scream also incorporates a hip-hop influence into the

llama

-51Ari
new CD. "Pills" is a fusion of hiphop and jazz, not unlike some of
Guru’s solo work, which was
mixed by Dan the Automaton
"Insect Royalty" takes hip-hop
beats and shoots them in the arm
with raging guitars, for an interesting effect.
The most successful experiment on the album is "Swastika
Eyes," featuring Bernard Sumner
of New Order on vocals. The song
appears on the album in two versions. The first is a dance-rockclub track that recalls Sumner’s
contribution to the last Chemical
Brothers album, "Surrender."
The second version is an epic
club mix of "Swastika Eyes,"
remixed by the Chemical
Brothers themselves. It dares
you not to dance to its pounding,
seductive beat.
Perhaps the best way to sum
up the album "XTRMNTR" is
with the title of its closing track,
"I’m Five Years Ahead of My
Time." This is one of the best
dance tunes on the album, with
pulsating beats and bone-rattling bass. The title, sadly, will
prove to be prophetic, reflecting
the problem of Primal Scream’s
career: It is a band that is ahead
of its time.

takes

new steps in movie
Nadeen Sarkis
DULY STAFF WRITER

icholas Hytner, who
directe " he Madness of King
George" and Arthur Miller’s
"The Crucible," can take a perfectly lifeless script and turn it
into a powerful, emotional
film.
"Center Stage" is a drama
that captures the hopes and
dreams of a group of young
dancers who are trying to make
it in the world of professional
dance.
Far from an ordinary musical, "Center Stage," produced by
Lawrence Mark, depicts the
lives of young dancers Jodie
(Amanda Scholl), Eva (Zoe
Saldana), Charlie (Sascha
Radetsky), Sergei (Ilia Kulik),
and Maureen (Susan May
Pratt), who are accepted into a
famous professional dance company called the American Ballet
Theater.
They sacrifice the ordinary
pleasures of life with hopes the
American Ballet Theater will
give them the opportunity to
become famous.
For real professional dancers,

the American Ballet Theater,
first established in 1939, is one
of the best dance companies in
the world.
The film goes on to portray
the very tough world of ballet,
which takes tremendous pain
and hard work, much like the
Olympics, and a world where
the best of friends are fierce
competitors.
Most of all, viewers will see
this movie brutally expose the
world of ballet and portray it as
full of pain.
After seeing a fellow student
get suspended from the ballet
company for eating too much,
Maureen, who is stick thin,
resorts to bulimia, an eating
disorder where the victim
purges after binging on food, as
a method of weight control.
Toward the end of the film,
the audience will get to watch
the experiences of Jodie,
Charlie and their ballet teacher
Cooper, played by Ethan Stiefel,
who are caught in a love triangle.
Jodie, the main character,
struggles to catch the attention
of boyishly handsome Cooper,
while Charlie tries to capture
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Joilie’s heart.
The audience will fall for
Jodie and Charlie’s innocence,
as well as Cooper’s passion and
genius for dance.
Scholl, along with co-stars
Saldana, Radetsky, and Stiefel
are talented young performer
whose real lives seem like their
characters.
Just before Scholl got the
leading role in her first film
"Center Stage," she was accepted as an apprentice in the San
Francisco Ballet.
Radetsky, who studied ballet
in the Bay Area and in Moscow,
tours the United States with
ballet companies and is part of
the real American Ballet
Theater.
Stiefel is also a principal ballet dancer with the American
Ballet Theater, who began his
career in dance in the New York
City Ballet.
Debra Monk, Donna Murphy
and Peter Gallagher, who
starred in "Malice," also star in
"Center Stage."
The superb cast of the movie
work together to bring to life a
well -developed plot that will
have viewers intrigued.
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Staying
FOCUSED
Spartan women

looking to
qualify for Championship
in desert qualifying tourney
Trisha Santos
DAILY STAFF WRITER

The composure of the Spartan women’s golf
team mirrored the serene scene at The Villages golf
course in East San Jose.
A slight breeze caused ripples in the ponds nearby, and only the sound of swinging clubs broke
through the silence.
The Spartans practiced on the nine-hole course
with poise. Underneath their easy-going attitudes
lies a drive that has led the Spartan women
through a successful season. The San Jose State
University women’s golf team has placed as high as
10th in the national collegiate rankings. The team
has also placed first in three tournaments, with
victories at the Heather Farr Memorial in
Louisville, Colo.; the Betsy Rawls Longhorn Classic
in Austin, Texas; and the Desert Duel in LaQuinta,
CA. In the other tournaments, the team has placed
11th place or higher.
Entering today’s NCAA regional tournament in
Tempe, Arizona, the Spartan women intend to play
with the same intensity as they have all season,
according to junior Georgina Simpson.
"We expect to do well in this tournament,"
Simpson said. "Although our ranking is the highest
it’s ever been, we want to do much better than
that."
Jessica Krantz said the success can be attributed to their teamwork..
"We’ve definitely improved as a team. Hopefully
all of our hard work has paid off," Krantz said.
Only the top 24 teams can participate in the
championships at the Karsten Ping Course.
Sophomore Rebecca Heinnert said she is confident the team will do well because they have
stepped foot on the Arizona green before.
"We were in fifth place the last time we played
there. I think we will definitely place well for this
tournament," Heinnert said.
I oach Nancy Lewis said their past experience
iiii the course will be to their advantage.
"We’ve already risen to the challenge. Since
we’ve played the course before, it won’t be too
intimidating," Lewis said.
If SJSU places in the top 13, they will advance
to NCAA finals, scheduled for May 24 through May
27 in Oregon.
Lewis, who is in her second season at SJSU, said
she is proud of her team’s performance.
"We’ve had a really good season, much better
than last season. What’s even more exciting is that
we have no seniors on the team and I look forward
to next season," Lewis said.
Lewis said she feels fortunate to have worked
with players such as Simpson, Krantz and
Heinnert. Krantz and Heinnert have been nominated for the All-American Award for maintaining
a 3.4 or above grade point average during the seaJunior Jessica Krantz eyes the ball to line it up
with the hole before putting during practice
Monday. This semester the Spartan women’s golf

team has been ranked as high as 10th in the nation
and will be attending the NCAA regional tournament this weekend in Tempe, Ariz.

lexey Swan /Spartan Dail)

Jessica Krantz positions herself to drive the ball
onto the green during practice. Krantz has been
placed on the all-conference team and, along with
two other players from the Spartan women’s golf
team, was named as one of the top 100 golfers in
the country.
son. Lewis said she also enjoys coaching an international team. Out of the six women on the team,
there is only one American. The rest of the women
hail from Sweden, Denmark, England and Mexico.
Moreover, Krantz, Simpson and Marcela Leon have
been named as three of the top 100 golfers in the
country.
As Lewis looked at the rolling hills of The
Villages course, she said,
"It’s the best job in the world. I’m proud to be
with players who exude class and ,such professionalism. Not too many people get that opportunity.
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auto insurance companies *trough
continual innovation in our business practices and customer services l If you are
a self -motivated, open-minded, and energetic individual who is dnven to succeed
make a Progressive career move!
We currently have positions available for Claims Representative Trainees
responsible for claims adjusting, scene investigation/negotiation, and deter
mination of coverage and liability on our Redwood City, San Jose, Pleasanton.
and Sacramento offices!!

SELL YOUR BOOKS AT

fotela 1111

330 South 10th St. Across from Allen Hall

Bring in the coupon available at
www. RobertsBookstore.com

FOR AN EXTRA 10% CASH

Qualified candidates should possess:
Bachelor’s degree Customer service experience
Good driving record Excellent communication skills
Ability to work a flexible schedule

You’ll receive all of these benefits:
401(k) and Gainsharing Program Comprehensive medical,
dental, and vision coverage Casual dress -every dayl
Extensive employee training programs
Opportunities for career growth and advancement

We also have INTERNSHIPS available for this summer!
Please submit your resume to Progressive; Attn: BCCFV515U; 3 Harbor
Drive, Suite 215; Sausalito, CA 94965; fax 415.339.9058; OR E-mail
westjobs@progressive.com Visit our Web site at progressive corn
Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/ON

PROS/1E11/W*
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VISIT
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you’d expect

ONI INF

from an insurance company"
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Spartans headed for Texas showdown
On the

Marcus R. Fuller
DAILY STAFF WRITER

No one really knows if the Spartan
baseball team will keep its momentum going into this weekend’s
Western Athletic Conference matchup
with Rice in Houston not even San
Jose State University coach Sam
Piraro.
"I don’t know how that layoff is
going to be," Piraro said. "I’m not
smart enough to figure that out."
After taking a
few days off to rest
mentally and physically to recover
from their May 3
game against San
Francisco State,
the Spartans came
back and competed
in inner squad
Piraro
games Monday and
Tuesday. The team
will then finish the week with a few
hard practices to work on specific
things for the series, Piraro said.
Nonetheless, having more than a
week to prepare for the Owls, who
won two in a three game series at
Municipal Stadium in mid-April,
could turn out to be either a blessing
or a disaster, Piraro said.
In a similar situation in 1997,
SJSU did poorly following a nine day
layoff late in the season. Leading into
the layoff; the Spartans were on a roll,
winning the WAC West Division
championship with a 20-10 record
and defeating then No. 2 Stanford 133 in their last non-conference game,
according to Piraro.
But after a few days off, the team
came back and practiced poorly, he
said.
"After the Stanford game, I gave
them some time off. Then we had
some inner squads that were just
pathetic," Piraro said. "Our guys lost
their competitive edge."
The Spartans had a No. 2 seed
going into the WAC tournament and
lost in the first round to N. 11 seed
San Diegg State,. In the consolation
bracket, SJSU was then 413eaten by
BYU to end its season.

4010111111011111111.k

Even though the team is facing a
nearly identical situation, Piraro said
he has gained some insight from past
experiences.
"I have no control over the schedule, but I didn’t talk to the guys
enough about how to handle the off
days and about the mentality they are
going to have to bring to the inner
squad," Piraro said. "I assumed they
were going to come to inner squads
with their juices flowing, but they had
lost their momentum."
This time, Piraro said that he’s
done everything in his power to make
sure his team knows the importance
of maintaining their competitiveness
during practice.
"I’ve been telling them all week
about staying focused and to not lose
their momentum," Piraro said. "Now
its up to them to make it happen."
The Spartans first game against
Rice will be at 2 p.m. Saturday.

Shrinking Lead
Although the Spartan baseball
team (17-7) is still
sit t lug on top of the
WAC in this week,
their three game
lead over Fresno
State shrunk to 1
1/2 games after the
Bulldogs
swept
TCU last weekend.
Fresno State, who
Adinolfi
has a 17-10 conference record, will play
in a three-game series at Nebraska
this weekend.
The Spartans are 3 1/2 games in

Mn

front of their weekend opponent, Rice
(13-10).
SJSU was ranked No. 22 in the
Collegiate Baseball Newspaper Top
30 poll released Monday. SJSU has
moved up two spots from last week’s
No. 24 ranking.
Despite being ahead of Fresno
State in the WAC standings, SJSU is
still not ranked in the ESPN/Baseball
Weekly poll. Fresno State is ranked
No. 21. The Spartans received 17
votes.

Atop stats categories
SJSU has tour players who lead
the WAC in a statistical category and
12 players who are in the top five in a
particular category.
Infielder/outfielder Junior Ruiz
leads the conference with a .491 on
base percentage and is third in batting average (.378), hits (71) and
triples (4).
Right fielder Ryan Brucker is the
conference leader in sacrifice bunts
(16), which is a position he has held
for most of the season.
Two Spartan left handers, Chris
Key and Tim Adinolfi, lead the WAC
in two pitching categories. Key is the
leader in wins with 10 and Adinolfi
leads the conference in ERA 2.091.

Missed opportunities
The Spartan softball team missed
an opportunity during the weekend
against Hawai’i to send off its seniors
in victory, losing four times to the
Rainbow Wahine.

Water polo takes
11th in Indy

But judging from the mood of the
parents, siblings
and friends
Saturday, no one seemed to mind.
More than 30 family members and
friends turned out to Saturday’s doubleheader to give their best wishes to
the team.
Senior outfielder Kim Bentley’s
mother, Laurie, was gushing. She was
joined by Kim’s sisters Julie and Lisa.
"I’m going to cry," Laurie said. "It’s
been a long road, since the age 8.
"The only way we thought we could
get her to college was through a scholarship," she said.
Laurie’s wishes for her daughter
were quite clear, "Get a job. Pay back
her parents."
Senior first baseman Kara
Kanney’s mother, brother and three
grandparents were all in attendance
to cheer her on.
Kara’s
grandmother on her
mother’s
side,
Phyllis Morris, who
lives in Fresno, said
she saw as many
games as she could.
Her own coaching
advice for Kara was
simple."Just relax
Kanney
and meet the ball,"
Morris said.
Kara’s mom, Pam, was glad her
daughter was able to excel in sports.
"It’s incredible, of course," she said.
"Since I’m not very athletic, it’s nice
that she is. She didn’t get that from
me."
Pam said she had gone to more
than half of the home games.
"She’ll be a coach," she said of
Kara. "She’s such an excellent player.
She’s great with kids."
Despite playing its last home game
at SJSU field last weekend, the
Spartan softball team has one more
series before the end of the season.
The Spartans will play their final
games on the road in a doubleheader
Saturday at Portland State.
The Spartans will attempt to add a
few more victories to their 18-36 overall record, 5-13 in the WAC.

Julian J. Ramos
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Spartan women’s water polo team finished 2-2 in the national championships in
Indianapolis last weekend, placing 11th in a
field of 16.
Despite entering the championships as a fifth
seed, the Spartans were hoping for a top five finish to end their season.
"We’ll keep working hard to make that next
step," coach Lou Tully said.
Although the finish was disappointing, Tully
said he feels positive about the season.
"I’m very pleased with our effort," Tully said.
"There’s no question that the team improved."
Defense was one of the Spartans’ strong
points throughout the season, as they were able
to put pressure on opponents outside shooters.
A tough Spartan defense and two goals from
junior Christy Taylor were enough for a 6-5 win
over Long Beach State in their last game at the
nationals.
"The team did a nice job," Tully said. "We
wanted to finish the season with a win."
With most of the team returning next season
and a fine recruiting class coming in, the
Spartans should be among the top teams in the
nation next year, Tully said. On offense, sophomores Inna Fedoseyeva and Neva West said
they plan to return. Fedoseyeva led the team in
goals this season.
On the defensive end, sophomore Melanie
Nichols will be back guarding the cage at goalie.
Nichols’ solid play in front of the net was one of
the season’s highlights.
"She had a fabulous year," Tully said. "She
has great quickness and focus in games. She’s
an outstanding goalie.
Next season, Tully said he hopes to improve
on the team’s 6-on-5 scoring. Being able to capitalize on these power plays will be critical. As
important as offense and defense are to winning, the mental factor can be as important to a
team’s success, Tully said.
"The biggest factor is mental," Tully said.
"To be able to compete and raise the level of
play."
Already anxious about next season, Tully
said he will take time to reflect on the season
and decide on what areas need improvement.
Until then, he.said Itels looking forward to leading his team to another nationally ranked season.
"They are -trtrenThndous group of women to
work with," Tully said.

Erik Anderson contributed to this
report.
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FOR THE
FIRST TIME EVER:
$20,000 CASH BONUS
PLUS $50,000
FOR COLLEGE.

Grad’s Get
$1,000
Off
from GK.!
Now Thru September 30th, 2000

Choose to serve in one of the Army’s top-priority
occupational skills, and you could receive a cash
bonus of up to $20,000, if you qualify. Plus, earn
up to $50,000 in money for college through the:
Montgomery G.I. Bill and the Army College Fund,
if you qualify.
Find out more about these great Army benefits.
Talk to your local Army recruiter today. It could be
one of the most rewarding calls you’ve ever made.
(408)259-7185
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2000 Sunfire’

Choose from any new
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile or GMC car or truck.
For More Information Visit Us at:
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SENIOR CLASS GIFT
THIS YEAR’S GIFT
A BRONZE PLAQUE OF THE SPARTAN TO GO ON CAMPUS
/25.00 is all that it takes (though more is gratefully accepted!)
You can send your check to University Advancement.
Or drop it off at the Alumni House on campus.
Or call (408)924.1129 and ask for Greg.
Or visit our website at
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During Do’s graduate career,
Flacks said, he developed the
skills to become one of the first
sociologists to emerge from the
continued from page]
postwar Vietnamese-American
after the previous chair had community, and his work during
worked to preserve and shape its that time and since has been an
identity.
important pioneering exploration
That he was able to pursue a of the Vietnamese-American expecareer difficult for earlier rience.
Vietnamese-Americans to pursue
Do’s work concentrates primarwas what he was most proud of, ily on race and ethnic relations
he said. Part of him understood and the development of Asian
the pressure to succeed, for the American communities.
sake of people who came after
His dissertation focused on
him, he said.
understanding how VietnameseBut Do is also proud that he American students the "new
has an opportunity to be seen as a outsiders" as he called them
role model for a variety of stu- were treated upon arrival in the
dents, "not just Vietnamese- United States and how they negoAmerican students, but for others tiated their roles as refugees,
to say social sciences or graduate minorities and students providing
school are a possibility," he said, for their families in an education"as opposed to saying, ’Well, that’s al environment vastly different
beyond my reach.’"
from their own.
Hien Duc Do was born and
Do spent some time at
reared in Vietnam, with the Wesleyan
in
University
exception of a few years as a child Middletown, Conn., a small art
spent in France.
school.
In 1975, he became a refugee
In 1992, he came to SJSU as a
and fled to the United States with social science department assishis mother and two sisters via the tant professor and seven years
Philippines. The family was spon- later became its chairman.
sored after a few months at Camp
The social science department
Pendleton, located in the San is "sort of a historical accident,"
Diego area, and split into three
households. They reunited after
about a year.
Do’s family lived in a place
called Echo Park, near Dodger
Stadium in Los Angeles. At a talk
he
gave
May
2
during
Asian/Pacific Islander History
Month, Do said that in high
school, he was 4 foot 11 inches
tall, 90 pounds and "always
scared."
Do got his bachelor’s degree in
sociology and followed that with a
master’s and doctorate in the
same discipline at the UC Santa
Barbara, focusing on the development of Asian American communities in the United States, as
well as race and ethnic relations.
"I was immediately impressed
by his eagerness to learn and his
enthusiasm for life," said Richard
Flacks, a sociology professor at
UC Santa Barbara, via e-mail.
Flacks was one of Do’s grialuute
advisers and a person Do credits
with being one of the most influential in his life.
Do said he and Flacks would
talk a lot after class. and Flacks
became a mentor, one of the professors who encouraged Do to go
on to graduate school.
"He was the first member of
the Vietnamese refugee generation that I’d ever met. And in fact,
there weren’t yet very many students of that generation on campus," Flacks said.

Do

Do said. It is an integrated, interdisciplinary department where
leftover programs that focus on
race, class and gender were
thrown in, he said.
It comprises women’s studies,
Asian American studies, teacher
preparation and social pluralism,
and it is separate from the sociology department.
Patricia Hill, a historian and
social science faculty member,
called Do a remarkably generous
and encouraging colleague.
"He’s not at all quick to form
judgments. He’s very measured
and balanced in his approach to
campus issues, and departmental
issues, problems and challenges,"
Hill said. "And so he’s really
delightful as far as someone to
work with goes.
"Hien is a first-rate sociologist
and has a recent book out on
Vietnamese-Americans," Hill said.
"So he’s established, for a relatively young man, a good reputation
as a sociologist." Hill also said Do
is considered an expert on
Vietnamese immigration and
socialization in the United States
by National Public Radio, the San
Francisco Chronicle and other
national mi,i1 la outlets.
The hi, L "The Vietnamese

Americans," was a response to
what he said was immigrant
bashing, reflected by such propositions as 187, 209 and 227, that
challenged many of the gains that
the civil rights movement had
made. Do said he wanted to show
the complexities and contributions of this group as well as what
adjusting to a new country was
like for them. He said he also tried
to paint a broad picture of the
Vietnamese-American community.
In addition, Do collaborated
with Bob Maynard on a 1994 public television KTEH
film,
"Vietnam at the Crossroads."
Lois Helmbold, the women
studies coordinator and Do’s predecessor, said, "He’s a faculty
member who cares about students
and research, and those are the
two things that are good qualities
for a professor."
Freshman Rolanda Py, a business major and student in Do’s
Asian American studies class,
said the course is interesting, and
she appreciates having a professor of Asian descent teach it.
"He gives a detailed lecture,
especially on his experiences," Py
said. "That’, the best part."
And I)ii idea of letting stu-

dents shine during graduation nizing conferences and visiting
ceremonies is a further example of prisons and county fairgrounds to
Do’s concern for students. This check for abuse or use of excessive
will be the third year that the force, Do said.
Do was one of the founding
social sciences department conducts a graduation ceremony for members of the American
Institute for Asian American
its own majors.
"It’s very different because Families, a clearinghouse for
instead of having faculty mem- information on agencies that
bers make speeches, we let our assist families in need. He was
students give thanks to the people also recently elected president of
they think are very important in the Association of Asian American
Studies, the only academic associtheir college career," Do said.
Students are called up to pre- ation of its kind.
According to outgoing presisent certificates to those parents, significant others, husbands, dent Steve Sumida, the organizawives, kids, professors, for exam- tion has grown from about 30
ple who
are important and members in the early 1110s to more
have helped the student get the than 800.
Setting aside family time is a
degree at SJSU.
Do also initiated the Journal of priority for Do. Mondays are
Interdisciplinary Social Science, a reserved for his 1-year-old son,
collection of student work that is just as one day a week was set
given out at graduation.
aside for his daughter, now 3,
The scholar, professor, father of when she was his son’s age. And
two and former rock climber said he works hard to keep this comhe doesn’t have time for rock mitment to his son. At the
climbing anymore.
Monday May 1 reception for Steve
However, he remains active in Sumida, Asian/Pacific Islander
the community and has been a History Month keynote speaker,
Santa Clara County Human Do brought his son along.
Relations commissioner for five
Do said both he and his wife
years. The commission hears vio- have always been active, and they
lations of civil and human rights. try to do things that incorporate
In addition, it is proactive in orga- the kids whenever possible.
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according to Rusmore.
Since 1987, when the Bay Area
Ridge Trail Council was created
through a partnership with individuals, public park agencies and
community groups, the Ridge
Trail has been slowly nearing
completion.
Gina Welty, office manager for
the council, said 235 miles of the
proposed 400-mile loop is completed and dedicated. Pieces
totaling 165 miles of trail are yet
o be completed, 50 to 60 percent
of which lies in private land.
Bob Power, the South and East
Bay director of trails, said the
council is involved with reaching
out to these private landowners
and assisting fund raising and
trail maintenance efforts on the
existing trail.
The council now has 4,700
members dedicated to completing
the project.
Power said any section of the
Ridge Trail that is dedicated is
accessible by bike, horseback and
in some cases, to the physically
handicapped.
"Of course, we want people to
hike, bike and ’equestriate’ "
Power said, laughing about the
word he made up. "Any trip to a
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park is going to be fun."
Power said the short-term goal
of the council is to create a series
of trails to connect parks and
open spaces and preserve them
for the long-term use of this generation and generations to come.
The Skyline trail, which follows the same route as Skyline
Boulevard, passes through grassland, mixed evergreen forest,
Douglas fir forest and chaparral,
according to signs posted at vista
points along the path.
It also features several varieties of wildflowers, including
California poppies, checkerbloom
and blue-eyed grass, which bloom
between February and October,
depending on the species.
Hikers may find themselves
accompanied by other indigenous
wildlife, which includes redtailed hawks, gopher snakes,
black-tailed deer and mountain
lions.
Several warnings are posted
on trail bulletin boards about
encountering mountain lions. The
postings urge trail users to stand
facing any mountain lion they
encounter, make loud noises
while waving their arms, and not
run away.
Janowski and Walt Prater, who
ride their mountain bikes on the
trails of Santa Teresa Park regularly, said they often see deer,
wild turkeys and wild boars.

"There are dozens of turkeys
everywhere," said Prater. "One
time they came right up to us."
Although they see a lot of
wildlife, the two said they "hardly
ever see people" using the trails
along with them.
David Zwick and Cheryl
Reinking, seasoned naturalists
who hike and bike around the
world, said they use the trails
around the Ridge Trail three to
four times a week, all through the
winter.
Zwick said, like he and
Reinking, a lot of mountain bikers they encounter are "pretty
avid and outdoorsy."
Reinking said there have been
instances where hikers and bikers have clashed on the trails.
"There are a few mountain
bikers that give us a bad name,"
Reinking said. "Hikers feel
threatened because they are barreling down the hill."
On the whole, they said, hikers
and bikers share the trails peaceably.
For outdoor enthusiasts, or
even couch potatoes, who wish to
get out of the city and experience
nature close by, go to www.ridgetrail.org for more information.
The Web site offers maps, trail
information, elevation diagrams,
notice of upcoming trail activities
and information on how to join
the Bay Area Ridge Trail Council.

CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES:

Founded in 1983, MA Laboratories is one of the top memory module
manufacturer and PC components distributor in the United States. MA Labs
has been recognized as "the largest private company in Silicon Valley" by
Business Journal in 1994. In 1995, MA Labs received the President’s
commendation for becoming one of the fast-growing private companies in the
United States.

Bill Emmert is one of three artists working on a
mural for the construction walls around Wahlquist
Hall. Artists interested in participating in San Jose

Mural
continued from pagel
be up as long as three years.
The process for acquiring
space on the wall is to fill out an
application from Milnes’ office in
the art building, detailing the
title, artists and a description of
the mural along with other information.
In the future, Milnes hopes to
set a policy in place for the
mural, with a committee reviewing the applicants.
The committee would handle
issues of assigning space on the
wall, settling territorial disputes, and in the case of having
too many applicants and not
enough space, making decisions
on
which
application
to
include.
"I don’t think it will come to
that, but in case it does, it is good
to have a plan to handle it,"
Milnes said.
Junior Bill Emmert, the first
artist to start painting, said he
heard about the mural from an
art teacher and thought the idea
"sounded real groovy."
"At first, I was really nervous," Emmert grinned. "My
biggest fear was that I was going
to paint this big piece of crap
that nobody would like but

I’m over that now."
Emmert said he was still tinkering with the perspective and
landscape of his piece, but he’d
like to incorporate the new
library, cathedral and possibly
some medieval buildings.
"I don’t have a title yet, I just
have to see what it the mural)
manifests into." he said.
Mariela Miranda, president
and founder of Artistas De
Aztlan, has also reserved space
on the wall for her group.
"The title for the piece is
going to be ’We Shall Never
Forget Our Roots, Miranda
said. "On one side we think we’re
going to have an Aztec pyramid,
and on the other we’re going to
have a pyramid of books with
different themes in our history."
Miranda, other club members
and their adviser have planned
to start working on the mural in
June, after finals, and the group
is still trying to finalize the
drawing.
Emmert has also decided to
work on the mural during the
summer.
However, his plans did Mg
start that way.
Emmert was working on the
mural last Monday when construction workers approached
and asked him to leave.
"I was just starting to get into
the groove of painting when they

many
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came over." Emmert said. "They
said something about their liability I was just starting to
convince one of them that I had
the right to be there as well,
when the foreman came over."
"At least I thought he was the
foreman," Emmert said. "He
asked me, ’Are you going to leave
or do I have to call someone to
help you?’"
Emmert lett, but wrote in red
on an unpainted area of his section "Paused 2-3 weeks
Bill
Emmert."
"It’s actually a mixed blessing," Emmert said in regard to
not being able to paint. "Now I
can actually study for my finals
and take my time over the summer to make it great."
Milnes said he spoke to the
people in construction Tuesday,
and they asked that nobody
work on the mural for a week or
so because there are open
trenches along the mural fence.
The trenches are there
because the construction workers are putting in electrical lines
for streetlights and they don’t
want anyone to fall in the
trenches or get electrocuted,
Milnes said.
"I will give the construction
workers a list of artists working
on the mural though," Milnes
said. "That way they can paint
later without any problems."
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State University’s mural project must turn in an
application to Robert Milnes, director of the school
of art and design.
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Volunteers
of America.

If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?

I. Inside Domestic & International Sales: (Entry-level)
Good communication skills; BS/MS all majors welcome.
2. CPA: Specializes in taxation and auditing; experienced in supervising
A/P and A/R
3. Accounting: (Entry-Level) BA in Accounting.
4. Software Engineer:
BS/MS CS or relevant degree.
5. Web Design: BS/MS degree
Will participate in developing e-comerce web-site. Experienced in ASP,
VB Script, IIS, NT, and web-database conecitivity (using SQL Server 6.50)
(). Mechancial Engineer: BS/MS degree
7. Technical Support Engineer:
Experienced in PC hardware testing, configuration, and troubleshooting:
customer support on technical questions.
8. Part-time positions available:
Data’ entry, phone operator, inventory control.
Please submit your reqime to:

MA LABS
MA LABORATORIES. INC. Attn: HR
2075 N. Capitol Avenue, San Jose, CA 95132
Fax: (408)94l-0909 Phone: (408) 941-0808 Ext. 272
Email: resume@malabs.com Web-site: http://www.malabs.com

Miss the story? Miss the score? The
Spartan Daily online erases that problem.

spartandaily.org

LOST
IN THE
SOUND

Karla Cachet /Spam**, Daily

Above, Tucker Morninglight, lead vocalist, and Chris Zeigler,
saxophone and vocalist of the Tubesteak Jones band, dance to
the rhythm of one of their reggae songs. The band is promoting its
first CD, "Faith in the Human Race," which can be ordered at any
record store.
Right, Chris Zeigler, saxophone player and vocalist, gets into
the lyrics of the songs, which range from mellow to danceable
rhythms. The audience cheered for "one more" after they were
done with their presentation, and the band complied with one last
reggae song.

Check out old
issues of the
Spartan Daily
online at
spartandaily.org

In the In,’ it takes you to read this ad.

You could have been
reading your own!
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Graduating?

Drive

continued from pagel

The student athletes had extra
T-shirts and other clothes they
would have to pack up and take
home or discard at the end of the
semester, so they decided to
donate the clothes to people who
are in need, according to Hannon.
"We chose to give to the Sacred
Center
Community
Heart
because it benefits children and is
right here in San Jose," Conan
said.

Then tell them how proud you are
hy placing a congratulatory message in the
Graduation Section of the Spartan Daily.

Deadline: May 12, 2000
I :we 14 41tort and spaces arc limited.
Inirru to thquire a spot to this special section

SHATTERS

ij(r;

The drive’s collection bins,
which are located in the Simpkins
Athletic Building on the northwest corner of Seventh and Alma
streets, are full and will have to
be taken to Sacred Heart on
Monday, Hannon said.
The project, which started out
as just a clothing drive on April
26, has attracted more than just
clothes.
"It’s kind of cool because we’ve
gotten things that we didn’t think
we’d get, like toys and food,"
Conan said. "We’ve gotten a lot of
food from the people who live in
Spartan Village."

SPARTAN DAILY
AD STAFF?

SIGN
ME
FREE PAGER
UP!

For more tnlormaton contact Neil at (4011) 924-3270 or
See us at the Spartan Daily DBH Rme205

SHOW THEM HOW

PROUD

YON:ARE

With any service over 20 bucks!!
(Oil change, Tune-up, whatever.)

Know someone who’s graduating?
Then, tell them how proud you are by
placing a congratulatory message in the
Graduation Section of the Spartan Daily.
TIME IS SHORT AND SPACE ARE LIMITED,
SO HURRY TO ACQUI RE’A SPOT
IN THIS SPECIAL SECTION.
For more information
contact Neil at (408) 924-3270 or
see us at the Spartan Daily DBII kni#205

Deadline: May 12, 2000

-Fall 2000(408)924-3270
he Out 01
493 S. FIRST ST, 3 BLOCKS FROM SJSU

408-280-6778

Cristina Jacob, a kinesiology
major, said the women’s soccer
team has given more than just
clothes and food.
"We’re all aware of the drive
and we’re participating," said.
Jacob, who added that she and
her family have always given to
the community. "Personally, I’ve
been very busy with finals and
haven’t had the chance to participate as much as I would like to."
The Simpkins Athletic building is open for donations from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and the.
drive is scheduled to last through
Wednesday, May 17.

GETTING

LX TREME
SJSU junior excels as alternative athlete
Jessica Neu
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Whether he’s conquering waves
or mountains, his friends and family say he’s crazy, but Steve Tam
says he just likes the outdoors.
The 24-year-old San Jose State
University student has been
involved in sports most of his life.
"He is quite an athlete, but not
the athlete any big city is used to,"
said Nikki Byers, a friend of Tam’s.
Tam attributes his love of the
outdoors and recreation to being
from Redding, Calif , what he
called a rural town.
In fact, these days Tam said he
pursues sports as a way of escaping the hustle and bustle of what
he feels is the "big city life" in San
Jose.
In Byers’ words, he is "a hardcore downhill and heli-skier."
"I’ve been skiing since I was
three feet tall," Tarn said, explaining why he doesn’t get nervous
being dropped at the peaks of
mountains from a helicopter.
He started competitive slalom
racing at the age of 10, but he said
it got boring fast.
Slalom racing is downhill skiing in a zigzag around gates or
poles with flags. Race contestants
compete for the fastest times.
"One of my coaches knew I
hated gate skiing, so he started
taking me through the trees," Tam
said.
According to Tam, tree skiing is
what sparked his interest in heliskiing. Although it wasn’t until his
early 20s that he tried it.
"You pay somewhere around
$400, and you load up all your

gear in the helicopter," Tam said.
"A guide tells you where it’s safe to
go and they drop you on different
peaks."
According to Tarn, a typical day
of heli-skiing includes 6 drops, giving the skier an opportunity to
conquer at least 24,000 vertical
feet in one day.
"My best day was in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming," Tam said. "It
snowed the whole week before I
got there and I was in knee-deep
powder when the helicopter
dropped me off"
Tam said that getting nervous
is what made the day fun.
"That day, I would make turns
without seeing what was ahead.
I’d drop like 10 feet each time,"
Tam said. "I haven’t had a better
day since."
Tam said his need to push himself fuels his willingness to try
new and scarier things.
"If it’s something I want, I go
after it," Tam said.
Tam said his over achieving
attitude runs in the family.
"My dad is a pathologist with a
specialization in nuclear medicine," Tam said.
Tam’s friend Derek Dunlap said
he is impressed with Tam’s ability
to do it all.
"I have a lot of respect for Steve
because he’s such a good athlete,"
Dunlap said. "He pursues his hobbies and he’s still able to get good
grades."
The kinesiology major even
finds time for his girlfriend, Ty
McGovert, although she said it’s
hard to keep him in town.
"He’s constantly leaving to pursue some sport every opportunity

Junior Steve Tam, a kinesiology major at San Jose State
University, is a professional mountain bike racer and skier. He has

Mari Matsumoto / Spartan Day
been racing since he was 12 years old and has competed at national
and World Cup levels.

he gets," McGovert said.
Even though Tam has spent the
last couple years as a heli-skier, he
said it is getting less likely to find
him jumping out of helicopters.
He said it’s a difficult hobby to
pursue frequently on a student’s
budget.
He said he is becoming more
apt to ski the average ski resort
with his buddies, but with a Tam
twist.
-When he (Steve) and I are up
there riding we get in trouble with
the ski patrol a lot for skiing boo

Tam pursues. He also spends time
mountain biking.
He started racing when he was
12 and has competed on the
national and World Cup levels, as
well as the cycling team at the
University of Colorado at Boulder
when he was a student there two
years ago.
Tam said that a knee injury
from wakeboarding, a sport similar to snowboarding but done in
the water beThitid A boat, put that
hobby on hold for some time, but
he said he is gradually getting

back into it.
Tam’s attitude to conquer all is
contagious,
according
to
McGovert.
"He’s constantly encouraging
those around him to be outgoing,"
McGovert said. "He’s very focused
and he always gives his very best
effort."
Whether he’s competing in bike
races, skiing down the sides of
pristine mountains or just hanging with his friends, Tam’s drive
seems to make a lasting impression.
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fast," said Dunlap. "But Steve
rides so fast that they don’t catch
him until he gets back in line."
The dark-haired dare-devil said
he enjoys back country skiing vs.
heli-skiing because it’s free and
fun.
"My friends and I scope out the
mountains during the summer to
see what looks fun to ski," Tani
said. "Then when it snows, we
hike up to the top of the mountain
and ski derwn.
lot -of work,
but its worth a."
Winter sports aren’t all that
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Summer Schedule
Classes start June 7th.
Spin M/T/VV/Th 12:30p - 1:30p
Step/Tone - M/W 5:30p - 6:30p
TfTh 6:30p - 7:30p
Kickbox T/Th 5:30p - 6:30p
Water Fit - TfTh 5:30p - 6:30p

(3reor Rent)) Progrom
For into call 924-6217

c\)

Do you want to get out there, to see the world up
close and personal? Do you want to explore the
unexplored and touch the essence of nature but
you don’t have a single item nessecary to survive
in the wild? Campus Recreation is here to help!
SJSU students are encouraged to reserve any of
our new Gear Rental Program Items listed below.
All it takes is an SJSU ID., a check to hold as a
deposit and a desire to get back to nature. Call
Matt 0 924.6217 to make reservations.
Item:
North Face Sleeping Bag
Therma Rest Sleeping Pad
North Face 2-Person Tent
2 Burner Stove
Gas Lantern
Ice Chest
Car Camping Pack
( The above gear for 2 people)

In
for info toll Athens
Student
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A S 8usinest Office 8 30 430
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Price: Student/Non-Student
1 Day
2-3 Day
Weekly
$7/8
$12/14
$30
$3/4
$5/6
$12
$10/12 $16/18
$45
$8/9
$14/15
$35
$2/3
$5/6
$9/10
$2/3
$5/6
$9/10
$40
$25
$65

Monks for o great semester!
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reason’s that the library can’t
remain open at all hours, or even
until midnight five days a week.
Heisch said Clark Library seems
more like a huge study hall than a
library.
"I see it as student study space,
not as a library," Heisch said. "I
think most faculty think it is vital
for students (to have study space)
riot at the library, but where they
can work as a group or individually."
There are no group study
rooms specifically set aside for
students to study in Clark
Library. In Wahlquist Library
there were group study rooms and
individual spaces set aside on the
ground floor, but the building is
currently in the process of being
torn down as part of the plans for
the Joint Library.
Patricia Breivik, dean of the
university library, said as of July
12, 1999 the book stacks in
Wahlquist and the study spaces
were no longer available for student use in order to prepare for
the scheduled demolition of
Wahlquist this month.
Along with the closure of the
book stacks, a few hundred study
spaces were lost.
At last count, Clark Library sat
1,330 students. According to
Brevik, figures from 1998 show
that Wahlquist and Clark
libraries could seat 1,633 students.
There are also 40 student
spaces available in the new student computer lab on the fifth
floor of Clark Library, 80 seats in
the Chicano and Africana
Resource Centers and 10 seats in
the facility on Senter Road. The
Clark Library lab includes 18
computer stations to be used in
conjunction with computer-related research classes, Breivik said.
She said the students will gain a
working knowledge of searching
on the iiilitatiet.
"It is important for students to
have the opportunity to find sites
and evaluati how good they are,"

Breivik
Tile Chicon and Africana
liesinirce Centers were relocated
from Wahliiiiist earlier this
seines’
[’Hived into the modulars that (ince housed the classes
from the Boccardo Business
Center.
Despite not having separate
study rooms for students, Breivik
said that certain floors in the
library :ire quieter than others
and call he used for individual

stud’, or group work.
"There is (poet en the fourth
nem: I for individual study) and
quiet group study (areas/ on the
third and fifth floors where you
and a buddy can study at a low
( noise) level," Breivik said.

The two other floors aren’t
overly noisy but she suggested
students remain in the higher
floors for a quiet area.
"If you want it to be quiet,
don’t stay on the first two floors
because there is more (foot) traffic," Breivik said.
Even though the library currently has no individual study
rooms, Breivik said she has no
intention of constructing separate
study space in Clark Library.

closed and students can’t find
quiet at home or in the residence
halls, they have the option of a
local coffee house.
"They tend to go to Starbuck’s
and stuff," Samuels said of study
areas off campus. "Students need
a quiet, well-lit place to study."
She said students don’t have a
lot of options around school when
it comes to studying late.
"For students, there truly is not
too much available on campus

"I go to Santa Clara University to
study. You have until midnight to
study."
Tamer Mogannam
electrical engineering major
"We’re nut trying to spend
money on this building. We would
(rather) spend money on faster
computers than on wall space.
Given how cramped it is, there is
no solution between now and the
new library," Breivik said.
With the projected arrival of
the new library in 2003, SJSU
students and citizens of San Jose
will share their resources in the
Joint Library. The library will be
located on the corner of San
Fernando and Fourth Street and
is a project between the city of
San Jose and SJSU.
The proposed library will have
eight floors, which will include the
collections the libraries from campus and Martin Luther King Jr.
Public Library located on San
Carlos Street.
"There will be small group
study rooms and computer labs
for students to search the
Internet," Breivik said.
But for the thousands of students projected to graduate before
the new library’s completion,
there may be no study relief in
sight.
Despite having to leave the
library at 10 p.m., George
Mosqueda doesn’t finish Studying
until the early morning hours.
"The studying doesn’t stop at
10 p.m., it goes on as long as you
need to do work," Mosqueda said.
"They should just have study
areas on campus," the crop science
junior said.
"But the library is way better
because you need access to the
information, not just the Internet. ;
There are books you need and you
need access later than 10 o’clock,"
Mosqueda said.
After the library closes.
Mosqueda tritis to study in his
Hoover Hall residence room but
finds less distraction in the
lounge.
"I always have the study rooms
here ( for use) and the formal
lounge," he added.
Library student assistant Olii
Samuels said if the library is

you can study late at
night," Samuels said.
Aside from the availability of
the residence halls, there are certain campus buildings open until
2 a.m, for student use, but only if
they have an after hours pass,
said Sgt. John Hernandez.
The pass is usually given to
graduate students, Hernandez
said.
"It is just for verification and
purposes,"
authorization
Hernandez said. "They need to
use the facilities that aren’t available during the day."
Hernandez said there is a lockup crew that starts locking the
buildings at 6 p.m. and will kindly inform students the building is
closed.
"We tell students the building
is closed and it will be locked up
until the morning," he added.
Computer engineering student
Yutien Chang tried to study past
midnight in the Engineering
building, but was kicked out
because he didn’t have permission
to be there.
"If you don’t have a permit,
where

they will kick you out," Chang
said. "With no after hours permit,
you have until midnight before
you get kicked out."
He said he wants a quiet area
on campus where he can study
into the early morning hours.
"I want a place to study that is
quiet because I can’t study at
home and there are too many distractions," Chang said.
Tamer Mogannam ventures
into Santa Clara for a quiet area
that is open late.
"I go to Santa Clara University
to study," said Mogannam, an
electrical engineering major. "You
have until midnight to study.
He also said only SCU students can reserve study rooms,
but he has gotten around the
problem by saying he forgot his
card at home.
"If Clark was open until midnight, I would use it more,"
Mogannam said.
Drummond,
Anthony
Associated Students vice president, said with a college the size of
SJSU, a 24-hour library should be
a necessity.
"Theoretically, the library
should be 24 hours for a college
campus with 27,000 students,"
Drummond said. "People have
papers and research to do. It
doesn’t stop at a set hour. Some
are up until 3 a.m. or don’t even
sleep."
Heisch, who is also an English
professor, said during her undergrad years at the University of
California Los Angeles, she used a
portion of their library that was
open fairly late.
Heisch said that she usually
began her studying in the early
morning but she understands the
need to pull all-nighters.
"Some people are so different,"
Heisch said. "Some don’t wake up
until the sun goes down. We need
to accommodate everybody."
"I did my share of all-nighter’s
and everyone needs a place to pull
an all-nighter," Heisch said.
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Library extends
hours for finals
an extra 16 hours, an average of
two hours a day.
Drummond,
Anthony
During finals week, Jack In The Associated Students vice presiBox won’t be the only place open dent, said the extended hours
during finals week are helpful, but
late.
Clark Library is poised to he would like extended hours all
extend its hours from May 17 to year long.
"Personally (I think) they
May 23 during the Fall ’99 finals
week as an experiment. The should have library hours extended all through the school year, not
library first extended its hours.
week,"
during finals
Student Yuki Mikoshiba wasn’t just
aware of the extra hours but said Drummond said.
Computer engineering student
she will be studying late next
Yutien Chang has heard of the
week.
"I will study there during extended hours and said he will
finals," Mikoshiba said. "I always make use of them next week.
"Yeah, I’ll be there," Chang
complain because the library clossaid. "I do study here late at night
es too early."
Patricia Breivik, dean of the during the regular hours until 10
university library, said the experi- p.m., but they should extend the
mentation of hours came after stu- hours throughout the semester,"
dent focus groups mentioned the said the senior.
Students who study late at
need for extended hours during
Clark Library won’t have to fear a
finals week.
"In the fall of 1999 we studied trek back to their residence hall
three groups of students (and rooms or car alone because the
asked) a series of questions about University Police Department
library resources and the idea of escort service will be on hand.
The escort service is available
extended hours came up," Breivik
said. "They (the groups) said there seven days a week and Sgt. John
should be extra hours during finals." Laws said it is run by student
The group consisted of an array assistants and police.
of students of different ages and
"Monday to Thursday, their
different majors.
busiest hours are from 5 p.m. to
Based on the response from midnight for the student assisstudents from the fall semester, tants," Laws said. "Student assisthe hours will be repeated again tants are hired specifically for
this semester, Breivik said.
those hours."
The regular hours are as folFrom Friday through Sunday,
lows: Monday through Thursday student assistants aren’t available
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday from but police officers will walk stu8 a.m. through 5 p.m., Saturday dents to their destination.
from 10 a.m. through 5 p.m. and
If students choose to study past
Sunday from noon to 9 p.m.
11 p.m. on campus, they need to
The extended hour days will be make sure their car won’t be tickas follows: May 17 and 18 from 8 eted for parking past the regular
a.m, to midnight, May 21 from hours, Laws said.
noon to midnight and May 22 and
"Seventh Street garage is the
23 from 8 a.m, to midnight. only garage open 24 hours, and
During the eight-day span of the Fourth and 10th Street close at 11
extended hours, students will gain p.m.," Laws said.

Clarissa Aljentera
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RAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE SPOT!
*EURO PASSES from $233*
EURAIL PASSES from $388*
’SPECIAL- 50% off BRITRAIL PASS with purchase
of any EUROPASS YOUTH or EURAIL YOUTH PASS
at same time.
*pnces are for youth passes valtri for those 25 and under at time of travel Pnces subtect to change

ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Hearty’s partner
5 32 ounces
10 Ninth mo.
14 Lamb’s pen
name
15 Excessive

WE GET AROUND!
102 University Ave Suite C
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(next to blockbuster video)

Daily

650 325 3888
cst#1000808050
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16 Small group
17 Temporarily
20 Hot or cold
21
22
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of measure

Last Greek letter
23 A single time

only
24 Staffs
26 Like a nocturnal
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Unbearable.
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Sat May 13 I 8pm
Michael Tilson Thomas conductor
Leif Ove Andsnes piano
John Zirbel horn
R. Strauss Horn Concerto No. 2
Schoenberg Five Pieces for Orchestra
Brahms Piano Concerto No.1 we
Three early works from three great composers. Our new
Principal Horn, John Zirbel, plays delightful Strauss.
Leif Ove Andsnes tackles craggy, transcendent Brahms a composer Schoenberg considered a mentor.
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Flint Center Box Office Hours
Mon-Friloam-4pm and go minutes prior to performance
En Please go to www.sfsyrnphorty.org to listen to musical excerpts and to
1.1, view program notes and complete igigg-s000 season concert listings.

40 "Talk" workers:
abbr.
41 Gladiator’s
place
42 Skye or Wight
43 Cereal grain
44 Abhor
45 Expired
47 Party staples
48 Heaps
49 Fortuneteller’s
deck
52 Alone
53 Be Indebted
58 Vancouver’s
province
80 Team
81 Hesitate
62 Charged
particles
63 Overtake
84 Tacked on
65 For fear that

um
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2 Lotion
ingredient
3 Milan money
4 Snack
5 Extinguish
(a fire)
6 Loosen
7 Mine entrance
8 Jamaican liquor

9 Golfer’s peg

10 Stalks
11 New York canal
12 High-pitched
sound
13 Roman’s
garment
18 Attila’s people
19 Dwarf tree

23 Gr
24 Island south of
Sicily
25 Egyptian
symbol
26 Aquatic
mammal
27 Garrulous
28 Heel
29 Carried

30 Squeeze
31 Passageway
32 Prescribed
medicine
34 Rita Dove and
Robert Hass
37 South Pacific
Island
38 Shawl or cloak
39 Elites
45 Lounged
Bon Adhern
46
47
on: acts like
a grandparent
48 Type of step
49 Recipe amt.
50 Pavarotti piece
51 Disencumbers
52 Type of missile
53 Woodwind
54 Takes home
the trophy
55 Direction
57 Mineral spring
58 "It to Be

You"
59 WI e

measure

ammo maim

iii1111111111
MINN

Free pre-concert talk by Laura Stanfield Prichard one hour prior
Sponsored by LSI Logic

CALL 408-864-8916

36 Reliability
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Come to the Flint Center Box Office after 6:30 pm
the day of the performance. Subject to availability.
Valid Student ID required for each pair of tickets.

WWW.SFSYMPHONY.ORG

bird
Forbids
Cushion
Wrench. e.g.
Lively dance
Carnival city

DOWN
1 Wei ht

Tickets: Flint $23-$44
I

29
30
33
34
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. /he
dassilled columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of pakl advertising
and offerings ate not approved or
veined by tlw newspaper.

WAREHOUSE/DOCK/DRIVER
position, Full or Pant-time.
Coca Cola/gas Co 408-727-8835.

EMPLOYMENT
General

CLERICAL PERSON - PART-TIME
Microsoft, Excel S, general office
work, etc. For more info. call Kevin
Crowley. 408-287-1565.

SUMMER JOBS
Doc. Handlers/warehouse pos.
availabe on a temp basis for
Ed. Research Co. in Morgan Hill.
For more info and applications
visit us at wirov.eddata.com

TUMBLING TEACHER WANTED
Eve and/or Sat. Beg/Int levels.
Near SJ State. We Pay More.
Call 923-5300, lOarrapm.

MARKETING REP - ON CALL
Film Adverstising
Place Movie Posters in Stores
Need Car/Camera
$10-$12/HR + .254/MI
(800) 852-6250

S’sartan

Dail’y

Glasif

CLASSIFIED
ATTENTION: MU STUDENTS
SUMMER OPENINGS
Part-time or full-erne flex hours
Customer sales/service
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 15.00 base appt.
No expenence necessary
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
CALL 615-1500 11am 4pm
tww.i.workforstudents.com/sjsu

VALET PARKERS Part-time.
evenings 8, weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to dnve a 5 speed and have
a valid CDL. Immediate opening &
flexible schedules available. Eam
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call
408-356-7211. Golden Gate Valet
CATERING -We specialize in Ice
Cream Socials For companies &
groups. $9/hour. 408279-1695.

BEHAVIOR THERAPIST to work
w/Autistic children between ages
2-7. Established BA prefd but not
required in Child Development,
Phsyc. or Special Ed. Prior experience w/children recommended.
Must have reliable trans & insurance. Salary $13 - $17/hr. Ph:
408-280-1112 Fx:408-280-1113

WATERFRONT DIRECTOR AND
UFEOUARDS needed for Hidden
Falls summer camp in the Santa
Cruz Mountains. Room/Board.
competitive salary & benefits.
Contact 408-287-4170 s257.

INSTRUCTORS NEEDED FOR FUN
SUMMER SCIENCE DAY CAMPS.
20-40 hrs/wk at $340-$400/wk.
Experience with groups of kids req.
For Part-Time and
To apply, call: (800) 472-4362.
Full-Time Positions, call
iwwv.screnceartventines.com
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
or staffinescenoeadventures.com.
Fast placement. no fees
Office jobs in local companies Fax resumes to: (714) 379-0686.
Students/grads/career change
YMCA SUMMER CAMP
Temp/Temp-to-Him/Direct Hire
Palo Alto Family YMCA,
San Jose to San Mateo
Sports & Traditional Day Camps &
Phone: (650) 325-1133
Travel/Resident Camps.
Fax: (650) 325-3639
Directors & Leaders needed.
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
Call 650/842-7166 for app.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS INC.
GREAT DAY CAMP JOBS!
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All Camp Metro, a summer day camp
Shifts. Security Officers, Mobile for girls in San Jose, emphasizing
multi-cultural awareness,
Patrol Officers. Top Pay With Many
Benefits! Call 408-286-5880 or
specialized activities &
environmental education
apply in person, 7am to 7pm. 7 days
is now hiring counselors.
a week. 5550 Meridian Ave. SJ.
Must be enthusiastic, enjoy
working with children and being
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time
outdoors. June August.
(8-25 hrs/week) positions available
Competitive salary/benefits.
with youth serving agency. OpporContact 408-2874170 x 260
tunities include gang prevention
for an application packet.
specialist, after school coordinator
(at-risk middle school), data entry &
admin support. Bilingual Spanish a
plus. Salary $8 - $12 an hour.
EMPLOYMENT
Resume and cover letter to Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara County Education/Schools
Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave.,
San Jose, CA 95128 or E-mail: ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
personnel@girtscoutsofscc.org or PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and
Reschcd Teachers and Aides. F/T &
Fax(4081287-8025. AA/EOE
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
EMPLOYMENT
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Tutors
Excellent oppportunity for Child
TUTORS WANTED to work with a Development majors. Please call
5 year-old kid with special needs. Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
Applicants need to be energetic fax resume to 248-7350.
and love kids. OK with no experience. Training will be provided. WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN??
Initial pay is $10/hr and then
TOP PAY!
$15/hr after 3 months. For more
temp/perm
Immediate
info, call Jung at 408-544-5732
substitute positions as
(w) or 408-243-0942 (h). Email:
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
YHJUNG@PACBELL.NET.
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers. Etc.
CHILD TUTOR WANTED:
(408)866-8550
Part-time flexible hours to fit your
schedule. Tutoring a 3 year old,
preschool girl. Good Pay. Bilingual SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
in Chinese/English. Please call Preschool & School Age Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
408/941-0808 Ext. 272.
PT & FT with excellent benefits
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED Call 370-1877 029.
Jr. High & H.S. Math, Science.
English & SAT. Mon. thru Fn., HIGH SCHOOL GRADS OVER 18
3pm 8pm. $1,000 per month. Independence Freedom - Money
408-971-0244
Call Ms. Scotti at 408.255.5247. Teach Driving

FAX: 408-924-3282
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
At Bright Horizons, we are seeking
talented and caring child care
professionals to join our growing
network of Family Centers. FT
opportunities with Infants Preschool, S/A & Subs. We
offer competitive salaries and an
excellent benefit package to
include tuition reimbursement.
Join us in working with tomorrow’s
leaders at our state of the art
facilities where children as well as
careers flourish. Call Toll Free
877-336-3596.
www.brighthorizons.com

SHARED HOUSING
ROOMMATE WANTUDI 2 be/1 be,
washer dryer; in Campbell area
15 min from SJSU; $595/mo.
Females preferred. Ellen 378.8554.
ROOMMATE NERDEDI 21x1/2ba,
15 min from SJSU. washer/drwir,
parking, utilities incl. except
phone. 3800/mo. 408-244.9230
ROOM FOR RENT: Quiet, safe
Campbell are, location ; 5 rrin drhe
to campus; securtty-gated;
avail.: in-unit washer/dryerg:nr.
$500/rno. Paul 490-2774.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
SUMMER & PERMANENT JOBS
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
We will train you. Student Fnendly.
Great for Students!
TEACHERS, YWCA CHILD CARL
FT, PT, Weekdays & Weekends
Serving Downtown San Jose.
12+ ECE units required. F/T, P/T. ROOMS FOR RENT Female’
Inner City Express.
$10.50/hour. Contact Susan Only.
Swing & Graveyard Shifts
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
For 10 week period, May 28 to
408/295-4011, ext. 215.
Flexible Schedule
Aug 5: $500 shared room, $750
SHIPPING CLERK
408-247-4827
SANDWICH MAKER S10/HR.
GREAT RECREATION JOBS
Light shipping. 20 hrs/week.
PRESCHOOL TEACHERS NEEDBX single room. Downtown San Jose,
Experienced. Days, No Weekends,
Flex hours. Sunnyvale.
Great job for college student. F/T near SJSU. Call Gayle 287-2139.
Apply: 848 N. First St.
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED At Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec, Dept.
Call Alicia at 408-985-7703.
or P/T, No experience required.
SUMMER AQUATICS:
Earn $200 every weekend. Must
Call Sharon GP 408245-7285.
RECEPTIONIST, IMMEDIATE have reliable truck and insurance. Pool Mgr, Asst. Pool Mgr., Water
Safety Instructors, Lifeguards.
BEHAVIORAL 1:1 THERAPIST OPENING for San Jose Public Lifting required. 408-292-7876.
RENTAL HOUSING
for Autistic Preschooler. Training Relations firm in the Rose Garden
Pay range: $6.92.$14.20/hr.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers
positions
for:
Call
Laurie
at
354-8700x224.
provided. 251-5466.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
GREAT SUMMER JOBS
area. Must speak well, have excelwww.housinLOLivet..
Directors Assistant Dbectors
lent grammar, spelling and light Working With Youth in San Jose! SUMMER DAY CAMP LEADERS
Your move off campus!
internet search skills. Ideal Fulltime day camp staff for F/T, must be available Mon. -Fri.
Teachers Teacher Aides
CASHIER/COUNTER HELP
Part -Time days -nights -weekends. candidate will have a great phone traditional girls’ camp, contact 8:30am-5:30pm. No ECE units req.
FT & PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler,
Pay range: 55.78-$12.27/hr.
Flexible hours. Call after 6pm voice, high energy and a sense of 408-287-4170s 220.
preschool & school age children.
Call Janet 354-8700x223.
Mon-Thur. Peggy Sue’s restaurant, humor. Fax resume to: Anita Bell
INSURANCE
Full-time outreach day camp
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
(Leaders hired for the summer have
298-6750
at 408-993-2251. or email: staff
BEST RATES ON
salary, excellent benefits package
anita_bell@prxinc.com
for under-served communities. the opportunity to work P/T from 2to FT & PT employees and an
AUTO INSURANCE
6pm, during the school year in our
BANKING
contact 408.2874170 x 247.
Free Phone Quotes
enriching work environment. For
$1,000 SIGNING BONUS
MARKETING Comm. Specialist, "Part-time outreach staff for Afterschool Enrichment program.)
No Driver Refused
positions avail at our centers in:
POSITIONS OPEN NOW
Downey Savings, one of the Assists in the development of prohomeless shelters & well-being
4x4’s
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
FOR LEADERS
largest S&Ls HQ’d in CA wants motional materials, campaigns & programs. cal 408-287-4170x 265.
Accidents
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
full-time and part-time tellers. special events, writes & produces All positions: June August with Afterschool Elem. School -Age
Cancelled
Morgan Hill & Redwood City
Sales exp and cash handling internal & external newsletters, competitive salary and benefits. Child Care Recreation/Enrichment
Tickets
call (406)371,3900 or
Program. Exc. sal. no ECE units req.
required. In addition, our Redwood assists w/development. produc- See: ginscoutsofscc.org.
D.U.1.
fax resumes to (408)371-7685
Call Janet, 354-8700x223.
City Br is looking for a Customer tion & distribution of the annual
SR. Filing
e-mail: jandersoneodicdc.org
Service Mgr who is a sales-driven report, & performs clerical duties MECHANICAL OR INDUSTRIAL
Student
Discount
Good
For
more
info
about
CDI/CDC &
EGG DONORS NEEDED
achiever, has good supervisory as needed. Requires working ENGINEER- Plastic manufacturer
Call us now
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
skills & exemplar customer service. knowledge of Macintosh for desk in Santa Clara is seeking a gradu- Make a dream come true be an
408-244-9100
Jobline@1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE
Full range of benefits. Fax resumes top publishing. BA/BS in Marketing, ating engineer who would like to egg donor. All Ethnicities Welcome.
8am - 8pm Mon Sat
Ages 21-30. Excellent Health.
to the branch or call the following Bus. PR. Joum or equivalent com- become a key element in a small
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
ONE WORLD Montessori School
Generous Compensation.
locations:
bination of education & experience. company. You would learn CNC
hafgee@aol.com
is looking for an assistant to our
Convenient SF Clinic.
Alliance Federal Credit Union, 3315 machine operations, programming
PT CUSTOMER SERVICE REP:
infant teacher. Must have 6 ECE
Campbell Br
Almaden Espy, Suite 55, San Jose with Master Cam CAD/CAM 1600-7342015 or pfpofiNpfmc.com
units. Full-time M-F, 8:30-5:30,
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center
408/379.9725, fax 408/379-4326 CA 95118. Fax: 408/979-0842. software, and plastic fabricating
pnn insurance agency
Contact Lisa 723-5140
techniques. Please send resume
Madair@alliancetcu.org. EOE.
Fremont Br
free auto iegstration
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to Amten, Inc. 991, Richard Ave.
510/651-8333. fax 510/656-9044
Instant S.R. Filing
to get $$ PAID $$
NOW HIRING FOR SUMMER JOBS Santa Clara, CA 95050 or Fax
San Jose Foxworthy Br
Good
Student Discount
+.
SERVICES
to
lose
up
to
30
lbs.
$10/hr
408492-1403, Call 408.727-0314.
408/267-9310, fax 408/2650720 Flex hours. Great pay.
International Drivers Welcome
in the next 30 days.
Campbell Recreation 4088662741
San Jose Villages Br
Na
Driver Refused
CARE
CHILD
Natural. Guaranteed,
408/2743663, Fax 408/238-9204
RECEPTIONIST
Lowest down payrnent
SUMMER CHILD CARE AVAILABLE
Call 14081793-5256
We are looking for a part-time
ENGINEERING STUDENT wanted
Sunnyvale Br
lowest monthly payment
for children ages 6 rounfte to 6 paws
408/737-0742. fax 408/736.3239 for part-time work at a plastic receptionist, mornings, weekends.
as Iowan $25 monthly
in the new Associated Students
LIFEGUARD & Swim instructors
Call 363.4182.
manufacturing company in Santa
FT CUSTOMER SERVICE REP:
email: pnninsungaol.com
Child Development Center.Call
wanted. Fun Environment. Flexible
Clara. Hours can be flexible.
Mountain View Br
Call now 408.3714316
924-6988 for information.
hours. No experience necessary.
LOVE KIDS... UKE TO SWIM?
650/965-1410, fax 650/965-2728 Amten. Inc. Call 408.727-0314 OF
How hiring caring teachers.
Close to SJSU. People skills a
Fax 408 492-1403.
FT CUSTOMER SERVICE MGR:
AUTO INSURANCE
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
must. Monthly Lifeguard classes
Experience is a plus.
Redwood City Br
CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE
accepting students who wish to
No experience? We will train you! offered through June. Call Central
SUMMER RECREATION
650/365-7025. fax 650/368-1718
Student Programs
excel
in
playing
guitar
or
bass.
All
Special
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34 or visit
Spring/Summer/Fall Swim
LEADERS
Fr FLOAT POSITIONS:
levels welcome: Beginning,
Serving SJSU for 20 years
1717 The Alameda, San Jose.
Lessons. AM/PM positions
Temporary Full-Time
Branch Mgr., Customer Service
’Great
Rates
for Good Drivers"
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Positions Available
available. Apply at AVAC. 5400
Mgr., Customer Service Sup.
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock, "Good Rates for Non-Goad Drivers"
Eight Weeks
Camden Ave. SJ. 408/267-4032. GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
Based in Los Altos, San Jose Villages,
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. Call
Now interviewing!!! Call today!!! needed for small, exclusive shop
June 19- Aug 25, 2000
San Jose Foxworth, Redwood City.
’Good Students" ’Educators"
Bill at 408-298-6124.
and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. Must be
Salary: $7.00- $9.00/hr
Travel required to No. CA branches.
"Engineers" "Scientists"
reliable, honest, able to do physical
AVANTSOFT, INC.
Fax resume to: 408/356.3857. The City of Menlo Park Recreation
CALL TODAY 296-5270
INCOME TAX PREPARATION
work. Prefer exp working w/dogs,
You’ll enjoy excellent pay & Dept. at Burgess is now accepting Sunnyvale openings:
FREE QUOTE
401(k), medical/dental/vision, applications for energetic, respon- SENIOR COMPUTER ASSISTANT but will train. Great oppty for dog TUTOR NEEDED. Must have adv. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed Student Rates. Next to Campus.
NO HASSLE
Call
Deborah
at
408-910-9490.
&
Regular
Class
$8.60411.52
hr.
hr.
Can
FAX
resume
to
stat.
skills.
Familiar
with
SPSS
free checking & sate dep box. EOE sible and child-oriented recreation Excellent skills required : Windows lover! $6.50
NO OBLIGATION
drimovices@aol.com/evng/wknd
Saratoga School District.
ver. 10 for windows. Pay $15/hr.
DOWNEY SAVINGS
leaders for their Summer Camp NT. Microsoft Office, Eudora 408/377-0109 or Call 371-9115.
Also
open
Saturdays 9-2.
for
application
U1%7.3424504
Call Ylang at 408-985-7699.
,Program. Duties include supervi. Winfax. Web browsing, hardware& information. Immediate Need.
WRITING HELP:
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
JOURNALIST! Need experience?, sion of participants in recreation software installation. Good.ryping
Highest quality writing, editing,
P/T pos. 515-520/hour. Science, . activities such as crafts, sports. & communication skills. Exciting Valet Parking Attendants Needed
ghostwriting. Essays, application
R SALE
TEAOHERS INSTRUCTORS
EMPLOYMENT
writer for 57 daily news articles to games, cooking, dance, field trips, attirti, 20 firs weekly. flexible hours," Local valet company In searchttat’
statements, reports, etc.
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
enthusiastic and hardworking
be pusbished on web site. Submit etc. Leaders must maintain Send resume to:
CD/CDROM DUPUCATION 990 is
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
Degree / Credential NOT Required.
individuals to work daytime and
Childcare/Nanny
samples & resumes. Fax: 408- discipline, oversee the use and Email: jobs@avantsoft.com
Hi -Speed cassette copies $2 ea.
(510) 601-9554 or
Opportunity for inachirrg exp. Need
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays and
care of recreation equipment, Fax: 408.530-8703.
731-2306 or sharlfaewni.com
100 VHS 130 $3.75ea. 286-7033.
email bolickiapacbellnet
weekends available. We will work SUMMER NANNY NEEDED in my Car. VM: (408)287-4170 ext. 408.
stimulate confidence, have knowl- www.avantsoft.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
P/T INSIDE SALES (telemarketing) edge of sports and indoor & outaround school schedule. Lots of Los Gatos home. Flexible hours. EOE/AAE
$8/hr + incentive. Good schedules. door games, and bring maturity & CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now fun & earn between $8- $15/hour. Please call Jackey 408-395-5650.
YOUR PERSONALITY
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
F/T & P/T COURIERS, great pay enthusiasm to the program. Appli- hiring part-time Wknds 8, or Thurs.
HEALTH/BEAUTY
Call (408) 867-7275.
DETERMINES YOUR HAPPINESS.
8-8 school seeks responsible
+ benefits. Your vehicle with clean cants 18 yrears of age and older Rex hours. Advancement oppty.
BABYSITTING POSITIONS
MEN & WOMEN
Know why? Call for your free
DMV & acceptable insurance. are encouraged to apply. Contact: Free movies. Apply in person TELEMARKETING Part/Full-Time available at the Northwest YMCA individuals for extended daycare,
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
personality test. The Scientology
Gold Rush Express
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly in Cupertino. Must have some P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units
Rosalinda Rodriguez
3630 Hillcap Ave. San Jose.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Testing Center 800-293-6463
408-292-7300
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5 experience working with kids, be required. Previous experience with
Burgess Community Services
or using chemicals. Let us permachildren preferred. Please call
706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose
701 Laurel Street
SALES/MARKETING- Immediate blocks from SJSU. Near light rail. reliable and responsible to join
nently remove your unwanted hair.
244-1968 x 16
Ask for JR or Frank Sr. or Randy
Menlo Park, CA 94025
postions available. P/T evenings. Media Promotions 408494-0200. our Kid’s Corner staff team and
Back Chest -Lip- Bikini - Chin WORD PROCESSING
work 3 -20 hours per week. Salary
PH: (650) 858-3474
Must have strong computer skills
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
SUMMER CONSTRUCTION Support
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
starts at $6.50 -$7.75 per hour. DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
and an excellent telephone perwww.menlopark.org
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing receive 15% discount. First appt.
TEACHERS, & AIDES
San Jose Water Co. is accepting
sonality. Apply at AVAC Swim
We are looking for students to
Please fill out an employment
1/2 prim if maie bette 5/31/00.
applications for temporary fullSchool, 5400 Camden Ave. Sl,
teach driving full/part time.
application at the Northwest YMCA, Thinking about a career working Theses, Term Papers, Resumes,
CROCODILE CAFE
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Group Projects, etc.
Will train. Must be 21. $10.00
time summer construction work- HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the 95124. 408/267-4032.
20803 Alves Dr., Cupertino, with children? The YMCA of Santa
621 E Campbell Axe. #17, Crrtd.
All formats, specializing in APA.
to start, Call 363-4182.
Contact: Lisa 408257-7160 ext 30. Clara Valley is now hiring
ers - $11.74 per hour. No prior Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
(408) 379-3500.
Preschool Teachers & After-School Mtme/mini tapetranscription. Fax.
experience necessary. Qualified Come join our talented team of SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
Experienced, dependable,
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
BABYCARE, LOS GATOS. 10-2 Recreation Leaders for our Child
applicants must be at least 18 hosts, food runners, bussers, and wanted. Fun environment, close to
CONFIDENTIAL
return.
throughout
quick
Care
Centers
San
Jose,
mailing
English.
our
Fluent
SJSU.
Indoor
&
outdoor
pools.
Rex
circulars.
pref.
8
mo.
girl.
Free
years of age. possess a valid CA servers. We’re always accepting
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
information. Call 202-452-5901. Must drive. Female preferred. Call Cupertino, Santa Clara. Los Gatos,
Driver’s License and have a good applications. Please apply in hours. Central YMCA 2981717x34.
FOR WOMEN
Evergreen,
Saratoga, Campbell,
driving record. Please e-mail: person Monday.
408-354-1475.
Thurday, 2- 5pm.
Includes pregnancy testing,
Milpitas & Berryessa. Full & partBARTENDER
PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER Majors:
derek_kuroiwa@sjwater.com or 2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
HIV
testing, pap smear testing,
LOST & FOUND
time positions avail. Hours flexible
Make S100.$250 per night.
HOPE Rehabilitation Services,
NANNY JOBS!
fax 408-364-2669.
emergency contraception.
a non-profit agency which offers a TOWN & COUNTRY RESOURCES around school. Fun staff teams,
No experience necessary.
CATERING
vanety of quality services for indi- is a nanny placement agency great experience in working with FOUND: CELL PHONE, inside STD screening, physical exams,
Call 1-206.3818718 ext. 306.
Catered Too is Silicon Valley’s
CARPENTER/SHED BUILDER
birth control pills, Depo-Provera
viduals who have developmental looking for students who want to children, career advancement, Student Union. in late April. Pls
Will train, need clean DMV:
Premiere Caterer. We need Friendly
shots, condoms, etc.
summer or permanent; benefits and Energetic people to work IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, Si AREA disabilities. has part & full time be a nanny. We have many types and good training opportunities. call Jonah 393-8685.
ABSOLUTELY
6
units
in
minimum
require
Time
Teachers
Full
employment
opportunities.
Technical.
of
positions
available!
some of the most spectacular Clerical,
& advancement potential;
CONFIDENTIAL & FREE.
If you are interested in living Parterne or full-time afternoon
ECE. Educ, Rec. Psych, Soc, Phys
and fun events in the area. Part- Call Minh 408/942-8866 or email
The Shed Shop, Fremont;
Available
7 days a week by
ANNOUNCEMENTS
related
fields.
Please
with a developmentally disabled positions, $14-$18/hour.
Ed &/or other
time staff needed, very flexible resumes@hrproonline.com
510623-9100.
appointment. Ask for Dr. Nunez.
call Beth Probe at 408-291-8894
individual in exchange for rent; or . 2-3 full days per week.
hours, work when YOU want! Pay
408-942-0980
www.SJSPIRIT.org
fry information & locations or fax
CHILDREN’S THEATER Workshop starts at $10 per hour, no experi- IMMED OPENINGS F/T or P/T. assisting someone during the 53004500/week.
www.NunezlilD.com
Spirituality, Ritual, Community,
your resume to 408-298-0143.
M-F, lam-3pm. Work w/DD adults week with daily living skills such Fullerne positions off by 5pm.
needs leaders- we train. 1-10 ence needed. 408-295-6819.
Meditation, Pastoral Counsel.
in day program. $7-$10/hr. Xlnt as grocery shopping ($10/hr) call Up to $3500/month.
hours wk., reliable transportation
TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
"Part-time & full-time summer
bene for F/T. Call 800-680-1070. Shannon at 408/282-0410.
needed. Good Pay. Must have
ADMINISTRATIVE
NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids? Golden West Student Dental Pim
If you would like information positions. Up to $750/week.
experience working with children. several positions available. Must
Only $57.00 per year.
have Microsoft Office experience. ICE CREAM MAKER TRAINEE. about the FT, benefited positions South Bay, Peninsula. East Bay, Join the team at Small World
Call Carol 408265-5096.
Save 30% 60%
Schools and get great experience
2 year’s clerical, self-starter, work Someone to make ice cream, 20 of job coach and instructor (day San Francisco & Mann.
on your dental needs.
ages
5
12.
kids
working
with
range
activity,
work
activity
or
senior
flexible
hrs/wk.
$9/hr.
279-1695.
NO
FEE
TO
REGISTER!!!
CALL
Salary
CIVIL ENGINEERING INTERNS under pressure.
Certain advertisements In
For info call 1-800-1555-3225.
center program) or PT substitute T&C RESOURCES. 408-558- SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
San Jose Water Company is $9.511 per hour. Please send
these columns may refer the
competitive pay. benefits for FT.
accepting applications for two Civil resumes to the Northwest YMCA, CASHIER, 5 blocks from campus. positions in various programs 9900.
reader to specific telephone
excellent training. and a fun work
20803 Alves Dr. Cupertino, CA 16-20 firs per week. Train-$7/hr, ($9/hr) call Valerie in HR at
Engineering Intern positions
numbers or addr
for
PT
availTRAV
environment. F T and
$17.67 per hour. Preferred 95014 attn. Jennifer or FAX to Solo-$8/hr. Must be 21. Call Ike 408/748-2890.
additional Information.
EMPLOYMENT
able. Call 408/283-9200 ext. 21.
W 297-4411 after 4pm. Apply
We have flexibility to work
applicants would be full-time Civil 408.257-6948.
Classified
readers
should
be
MEXICO!!
IN
SPANISH
LEARN
Kelly’s. 498 N. 4th St.
around a student schedule for the
Engineering students. Must be at
reminded that, when making
EARN $600 in research study!
PT work 8, are located close to Cam Staff
NATIVE FLUENT SPEAKERS in
least 18 years of age. Please email: POUCE RECORDS SPECIALIST
these
further
contacts,
they
2wk+ inclusive trips $600+
English. Part-time teaching, will
derek_kuroiwa@sjwaterscom or Salary: $3,418 - $4,155/monthly WANTED! PT & FT STAFF that SJSU. FT positions come with
should require complete
THERAPEUTIC DAY CAMP
train. Apply in person 1475 S. SpanishSiiffreol.com 831-4766360
want to have fun working for the excellent benefits. This is a good
plus benefits.
fax 408.364-2669.
Information before sending
COUNSELOR
Bascom Ave. Ste. 212. Phone
The Mountain View Police YMCA re/school age children. Good opportunity to get practical experimoney for goods or services.
FLEGBLE...SAVE
BE
$88
is
looking
for
qualified
408-377-9513.
Camp
hours,
pay,
flexible
good
&
work
with
a
Quest
recruiting
benefits.
is
currently
ence
in
the
field
Department
enjoy
eating
If
you
HELP WANTED!
In addition, readers should
Europe $249 (o/w + taxes)
great group of clients & staff. Al) counselors for work with children, 6ice cream & drinking coffee and highly motivated people for the Call 408.257-7160 ext. 18.
carefully investigate all firms
WORLDWIDE!!
FARES
CHEAP
FALL
FOR
to
moderate
social
POSITIONS
mild
TEACHER
14
yrs
with
of
Police
Records
Specialist.
majors
welcome.
position
Ice
getting paid for it. Freddie’s
offering employment listings
Hawaii $129 (o/w)
behavioral and emotional problems Infants, Toddlers. Preschoolers.
Cream and Desserts is the place This position responds to citizen HELP ME! I run two successful
ercoupons for discount
(r/t
+
$209
Mexico/Caribbean
tax)
or
related
Development
from
our
BS
in
Child
Fremont
6/14-8/11
help
with
one.
Fun
Science
at
businesses,
ENTERTAINERS.
inquiries.
maintains
Police
records
need
for you. Freddie’s is located in
vacations or merchandise.
Call: 800-8349192
Naglee Park at E. San Carlos St. & provides information to law If you have 10-15 hours a week programs. Need reliable car & campus. Salaries start at field a must. Competitive salary.
WWW.4cheapair.com
begin
Full
benefits.
Join
us
as
we
application,
pay!
Will
$7.00/hr.
For
info
&
and could use an extra $1,000. exper. w/kids. Excellent
at So. 11th St. Freddie is looking enforcement personnel.
a new, expanded program at the
Qualifications include: H.S. $1,500/mo. I can use your help train. Mad Science 408/262-5437 call 925.7411370.
for qualified people to smile,
Associated Students C.D.C.! Call
scoop, brew, create 8, on occasion, grad or equiv.; one year of F/T in recruitment & training. Call
Fran 924-6988.
when no one else is looking, lick! clerical office experience & the 408.2482025.
Freddie’s is a great part-time job, ability to type 45 wpm. Experience
w/ flexible hours, a great manager in a law enforcement agency and THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
and a fun atmosphere. If you are bilingual skills are highly desirable. Now hiring for part time positions.
We offer:
Apply: City of Mountain View,
interested in working here. call
293-5061 8, ask for Sharon. or pick Employee Services Dept. 500 Flexible schedules, day or evening,
FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
a
great
environment
with
94041.
St.,
Mtn.
View,
CA
email
Castro
up an application at the store,
excellent benefits.
You can also call the City’s Jobline
us at FreddmicePearthlink.net
NO
EXPERIENCE
NEEDED!!
at (650) 903-6310 or visit our
Name
Please check
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
website at: wvwcci.mtneew.Ca.us. We have as awn training program!!
SUMMER TELLERS
Summer. full-time 8, part-time teller Position open until filled. Please We are looking for neat. bright. &
Five
Two
Three
Four
One
one classification:
Address
energetic people in the folkwing areas:
opportunities. Train to be a teller & apply early. FOE.
Days
Days
Days Days
Day
Food Server (20 or older please),
work in one of 5 different bay area
_Lost and Found
Rental Housing
Z43 aX$1.
GIN State
$11
$13
3 lines
$9
$7
$5
locations. Duties include: deposits, DRIVER/WAREHOUSE PERSON. Hostess. Busser, & Kitchen Help.
Announcements
. Shared Housing
Apply in person
Rate increases $2 for each additional fine per ad.
withdra.vais, loan payments & more! 775 North 10th street. $9.00/hr,
Phone
Campus Clubs
Real Estate
2pm to 4pm, Mon. thru Fri.
Great opportunity to gain valuable 25 firs/week. Call 2791695
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
Greek Messages __Services
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
experience in a financial institution.
Accepted)
Credit
Cards
(No
or
money
order
to:
check
Send
FMOUENCY DISCOUNTS’
Alliance Federal Credit Union, 3315 RUN MY BUSINESS
Events
HealthiBeauty
EARN EXTRA CASH $
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10% off
Almaden Espy. Suite 55, San Jose Looking for success driven individSpartan Daily Classifieds
_ Volunteers
.__Sports/Thras
Up to $600/month
40 + consecutive issues’ receive 20% off.
CA 95118. Fax: 408/979-0842, uals to take over multimillion
SanJose State University
For Sale
_ Insurence
Become a Sperm Donor
Si) consecutive issues: receive 25% oft.
dollar expansion. Want to show
Madaingalliancefcu.org EOE
SanJoee, CA 95192-0145
Autos For Sale
_ Entertainment
Healthy males. 1840 years old
3 5 entrepreneurial minded selfUniv. Students/Grads/Faculty
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
DIRECTOR/CHILD CARE CENTER starters exactly what it takes to
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209.
_Electronics
_ Travel
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
Contact California Cryobank
Year round day, evening and make it. 408-248-2025.
Deadline: 10:00 am. two weekdays before publication.
Wanted
. _Tutoring
650-324-1900, M.F. 8-4:30
weekend program for 2 - 12 year
Al ads are prepaid. U No refunds on cancelled ads.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
_Employment
Word Processing
COLLEGE ACHIEVERS!
olds. Recreation curriculum.
Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
_Opportuntes
_Scholsrships
1.
ambiATHLETIC ATTITUDE
interviewing
Responsible for program imple- Nat mktg. Co.
charge
of
$3
per
word.
QUESTIONS?
CALL
(408)924-3277
mentation, staff scheduling tious individuals who are looking Drive, Determination, Dedication,
& development, and inventory for a people-oriented career. Need Discipline. Athletes obtain
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or business**.
control. Benefits: flexible hours, 4 share people to help direct local success with these. The business
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
childcare discounts & medical. expansion. Business & Liberal world Isn’t any different. Looking
Minimum 12 ECE units & teaching Arts Majors encouraged to apply. to clone our success with new
a
Lost 8 Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
exp. req. Contact Heidi. KidsPark Exceptional income potential. Call prospects. Interest in health &
fitness a plus. 408-248-2025.
District Manager. 408-260-7929 408-260-8200 to be considered.
or kidsparkOpacbell.net.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
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List:
Do
To
-Graduation
Post
1. Get a car I like.
2. Get a great deal and
easy financing.
3. Still be able to afford
pizza every day.

In the "real world", helping hands don’t come easy.
But to give you a head start, Nissan says you may even qualify for a great finance
rate on a new car! Get College Grad Assistance of $500 dollars cash back on the
2000 Sentra & Frontier* if you’re going to graduate within the next 6 months, or if
you’ve graduated within the last 24 months from a 2 or 4 year U.S. college!
Current students may qualify - please see your local dealer for details.

Come See The
2000 Sentra SE!
Bold styling
180 Watt 7 speaker AM/FM/CD Audio system available
16" Alloy Wheels available
Power Windows, Mirrors, Door Locks & Cruise Control
Dual rear cupholders
8-way adjustable driver’s seat

Stevens Creek Nissan

Capitol Nissan

4855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara
(408) 983-5900

1120 W. Capitol Expwy Auto Mall
San Jose
(408) 978-1234

DRIVEN:
NissanDrIvon.com

$500 College Graduate Cash Back from Nissan when you purchase or lease a new 2000 Nissan Sentra or Frontier (*not available on Crew Cab) through Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation or Nissan Infiniti LT,
with proof of graduation within the next 6 months (or past 2 years) from an accredited US two or four year university, college, graduate school or nursing school. You must be currently employed or have a formal
job offer. Resinctions on the College Graduate Finance program apply. See participating retailer for complete details. Offer ends June 30, 2000. Nissan, the Nissan Logo, DRIVEN, and Nissan Model Names are
Nissan trademarks. 0) 2000 North America, Inc.

